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Student Service Fees:
ere Do They Go?
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Nursing student Reyna Martinez and sophomore Luis Pena appear weary as they reach the
cashier's table during registration.
Photo montage by RIGO ORDAZ and JORGE VILLARREAL
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Joh Recruiters
May Increase
BY RUDY JUAREZ
N • odate Editor

If everything goes according to plan prospective graduates here may see an increase
in the number of job recruiters on campus.
Romulo D. Martinez, director of career
planning, placement and testing, said recently, his office mailed this summer an
estimated 300 invitations to both established
and new recruiters. He said however. the
number of recruiters attracted here depends
on the number of students who sign for inteviews.
"Recruiters like to have several choices,
"Martinez said. An example is a certain
hospital from which his office tried to attract
recuiters for several years without much success.
"One day I called and told them I had 29
people available for interviews, and they sent
a recruiter right away." In 1979, 35 hospitals
will send recruiters to Pan Am.
Job placement depends heavily on a student's efforts and initiative, according to
Martinez, who advises students to go by the
placement office the beginning of their
freshman year. "We like for students to meet
with 15 recruiters during their freshman
year, and five every year after that."
Several determinant factors are involved
in getting a job, explained Martinez. "A student has to develop good skills. They must
be marketable skills, and he has to be mobile; in other words he has to be willing to go
where the job is."
A large number of the graduating seniors
don't sign up for interviews because they are
misinformed. Some students apparently
think recruiters are looking only for high
GPAs. "Certainly the GPA is important, but
not all recruiters are looking for this," Martinez said.
"We have many who've taken advantage
of this service and succeeded in getting a job,
but we would like to see all students take advantage of this service," he said, stressing the
all.
Martinez advises students not to allow
themselves to be misguided, l>ut to attend
skills seminars offered by the placement office and to read and become acquainted with
the companies which may interview.
The Office keeps a small library containing
information on all companies and agencies
recruiting at Pan Am. The student can find
information on companies ranging from
Caterpillar to the Dallas First National Bank.
Martinez "philosophy" about addtional
recruiters for the Pan American graduate is
"The more recruiters we bring, the more opportunities
our
students have. And the more choices they
have, the more satisfied they will be in their
career choices."
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You Should 've
Seen The One
that Got Away
While his boss fished
the Grand Tetons in
ldaho, Vice President
Walter F. Mondale--at a
voter registration rally in
McAllen Aug. 26--told
Jimmy's fish stories? Actually Mondale only appears to be describing the
"one that got away" during brief remarks he
made to some 600 who
attended the Archer Park
gathering. Carter had
recently embarked on a
much-publicized vacation
with wife Rosalyn and
daughter Amy--and the
usual score of Secret Ser
ice agents. Mondale,
meanwhile, must have
wondered where the anticipated crowd of
thousands went. Not to
the rally anyway. Organizers regarded the
estimated 600 attendance as "a poor showing." Several politicians
also appeared, including
Rep. Bob Kreuger in a
U.S. Senate bid for the
seat held by John Tower.
---Staff photo by
RIGO ORDAZ

L
Noted Author Will Speak
Dr. Cleo Dawson, author
of the best seller "SHE
CAME TO THE VALLEY"·-a novel about Rio
Grande-- will be the first
speaker in the 1978-79 lecture series sponsored by the
University Center Program
Council.

Dr. Dawson will appear
Sept. 12
period in
"Youth At
will be the
ture.

during activity
the Ballroom.
The Threshold"
topic of her lec-

A Texas native, Dr.
Dawson earned her Ph.D.
from the University of Kentucky where she taught for
11 years.
Dr. Dawson devotes full-

time to research, writing and
speaking throughout the
United States. Her belief is
that "all of us have problems
that can and must be corrected in order to work with
maximum efficiency, to live
longer and to enjoy it."
In addition to lecturing,
Dr. Dawson wri tes for
leading magazines including,
T HE ROTARIA N and
READER'S DIGEST. Dr.
Dawson's novel, "She Came
To The Valley," was written
as a memento to her pioneer
family's contribution to the
making of the Lower Valley
of the Rio Grande.
She is also a frequent
guest on p opular radio and
television talk shows.

Underclassmen who did not get their pictures
taken
may come to Emilia Hall for picture
taking. Appointments will be made for seniors but
faculty and underclassmen will be worked Into the
schedule and Bill Birdsall of Delma Studios
estimated the wait would be short.

Pan American Cla11lfied Ads
n

BUICK LeSABRE CUSTOM · pis,

p/b, ale. cruise control. ti~t $leering wheel.
st. .l,behed rad,als. good gas mileage.

V-6 low mileage. $5,000 or pay $900
equity and take u.p payments Call
383-0413 after 5:00
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
RINGS: Up to 50% discount to students.
facuhy & staff Example. 1/4 ct $150,
1/2 ct. $350, I ct $995, by buying direct
from leading dl&mond cutter_ For color

catalog send S I to SMA O..mond Im•
porters. Inc.. Box 42. Fanwood. N J
07023 (ind,cate name ol school) or call
(212) 682-3390 for locatiOn of showroom

Beach House for rent on South Padre

lsland•-·2 bedroom, 2 bath. on GuK side
Call 399-2433. 399-6595. or 399-1199
NEED A CAR FOR SCHOOL' A Good
Buy ,$1,475 1973 El Camino, A/T,
A/C. 350 with camper, new carpel. Call

686-0645 or 417 Westway. McAllen
NEED A PLACE IN N McALLEN? Seek•
ing Grad student or Professor as a roommate 2b-2b cash, carpet, covered park•
ing, laundry fa<:ilities $ 155/monlh your

share . 682-9411 ask for Tony 682-5495
after 6-10

nearPSI you

HELP WANTED Valley Bowl. Male. bil•
lngual, desk help Apply at Valley Bowl,
1909 S 10th, McAllen, 686-9256 Contact Jim Inks

The Daily Review wants parttime edltorial
.i.nd pho1ographic help1 Work hours may

be arranged around your c!ass schedule

Contact Jim Mathis or Jim Townsend at

383-2705
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News Editor
Associate Editor
Staff Reporter
Staff Reporter
Sports Editor
Staff Photographer
Staff Photographer
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Adviser
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Juan Castillo
Rudy Juarez
Leticia Diaz
Cynthia Garcia
Oscar Garza
Rigo Ordaz
George Villareal
Judy Flores
Joe Mangin
Harry Quin

I,

W,th graphics assistance from Dick Wade
learning Resource Center

Workmen continue new bookstore construction on southeast corner of campus.

The Pan American student newspaper at Pan
American University published by Student Publications.
Emilia Hall 100. phone 381-2541. at Edinburg. Texas
78539. each Thursc.lay except during examinations and
holidays under Dr. Mike Nevarez. vice president for student and university affairs. and Harry Quin. adviser.
Views presented are those of students and do not
necessarily reflex those of the University administration.
Subscription price by mail. $3 a year. $1. 50 per
semester. Contributions and letters should be submitted
by Friday before publication
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Bulk Of Student Service Fees Goes to Athletics
by RUDY JUAREZ
AHoclate Editor

For years students have wanted a voice in deciding hat
done with money paid for student services.
It finally became a reality last spring with the creation of
the Student Affairs Advisory Committee, a group w · the
enviable task of advising the vice president for s
>nt
and university affairs regarding allocation of stude. ervice fees.
Dr. Gilberto de los Santos, dean of students, said ,1e
was overwhelmed at the way the committee became ir.
volved in the decision-making process.
"Their input into service fee allocations was very invaluable," he said.
The bulk of student services fees will go to the Athletic
department. The total athletics budget is $488,306.
However, De los Santos explained that because athletics
is a revenue-generating enterprise, only 145,000 of the
students' money will actually be used by the program.
There is no change from last year in the budget allocation.
University Center Programs Council (UCPC) received
the second highest allocation with a total of $73,836. The
figure is over $4,000 less than the amount requested, and
shows a $4,000 cut from last year's allocation. Like
athletics, UCPC generates revenue--through concerts
and other activities. De los Santos said the group is expected to raise $25,000.
The third highest amount of allocated money went to
the University's yearbook, "El Bronc." The publication
received a total of $62,085, just over $6.000 less than the
amount requested. It also shows a cut of almost $4,000
from last year's budget of $65,952.
Student Health Services was allocated $47,977, an increase of just over $4,000 from last year's budget. Delos
Santos said the department is expected to raise $2,200 in
revenues.

is

Recent Report

Lists Em,ployrnent
Opportunities

Student Financial Aid was allocated $40,281, shightly
over $700 more than last year's allocation. Because this
department receives federal and state funds, it is expected
to return about $20,000 of the students' money.
Federal Insurance (FICA) contributions for staff employes was allocated $38,100, about $4,000 less than requested but $18,100 more than last year.
The student newspaper was next in line with $36,000,
nearly a $1,000 cut from last year's budget of $37,314. It
is expected the newspaper will generate about $14,000 in
revenues.
Student Insurance was allocated $27,000, or $3,000
more than was allocated last year. Financial Aid Records
and Collections received $25,688, an increase of over
$1,000 from last year's budget of $24,204.
Drama department budget is $21,000, but because its
revenues a e expected to exceed that figure, no student
money was allocated to the department. De los Santos
explained the department is expected to generate over
$30,000 in revenues from gate receipts for plays anr,
other events.
Budget for intramural sports was cut from last year's
$14,528 to $12,381. Career Days was allocated
$12,000; music received $8,500, Student Association
$8,250, an increase of $1,000 from last year. In addition
Student Government is expected to raise $500.
The Committee recommended $8,100 be allocated to
maintenance and utilities, and $7,000 for mail, telephone
and computer services.
An allocation in the amount of $4,680 wa.s made to
staff group insurance premiums.
The debate team received $3,000 and is not expected
to generate any revenue. A total of $1,000 was allocated
for the art show, and the Pan American Dancers, with a
$1,000 budget, did not receive any student money because they are expected to be self-supporting, according
to de los Santos.

With the unemployment
Index experiencing another
rse, students are constantly
being cautioned to be careful
in making career decisions.
It isn't easy to make the
choice. And It's even harder
today when a person has
carefully consider the job
market--along with his or her
special skills and desires.
The Coordinating Board
of the Texas College and
University System recently
published a report that may

be
helpful to individuals making
career decisions.
The report lists the results
of a statewide study on
employment opportunities
for graduates of Texas
postsecondary educational
programs. The report, titled
"Postsecondary Educational
supply and Occupation Demand In Texas for the
Period 1977-83," Is intended to provide employment
Information to individuals
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-making career decisions.
Several fields were given a
rating of competitive to
keenly competitive In the
report. This means the supply of persons employable in
those fields is greater than
the demand.
Programs under the rating include: anthropology,
architecture, elementary
education, English, fine arts
(painters, designers, musicians, actors, teachers),
forestry and government--

History.
Other programs under the
same rating are: guidance
and counseling, law,
psychology--sociology,
public administration, public
affairs, secondary education
(business,
English,
language, home economics,
social science and art
teachers) and speech.
There are a number of
programs for which employ-

(see page 8)

IS YOUR FUTURE UP IN THE AIR?

I
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If SO:
I'D LIKE TO MEET YOU!
And explain why being a pilot or flight officer In the Navy I• fun and adventure.

If you'll take the time to take our Aviation test, I'll take the time to fly you In our fully acrobatic NAVY T-34. Experience a
wlngover, loop, barrel roll, spin, Inverted flight, and G•loada on your body. A MIND BOGGLING EXPERIENCE! If you have
never flown before, now Is your chance.
• Testing and flying are conducted on an Individual to Interview by calling the PLACEMENT OffiCE at 381•2473 and signing
up. We will also have a booth In the Student Center Lounge. Come by and eee us.
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Americd's l drgest A ntennd lltdnufdct urer

Factory-Direct TV Antenna Special Purchase!
Replace Your Worn-Out Antenna With an Archer®
In Time For New Fall Shows, Sports (and Cleaner FM, too)!

as
seen on
national

TV

Fllll

Compares to
Antennas Costing 50% More

Signal splitter included
with antenna
purchase .
Separates
VHF / UHF /
FM signals.
one down1 ea d re quired.

Reg.
3 19

Value

CHARGE I T
(MOST STORES)

300-OHM

75-OHM

27'?. 29?.~
•

•

•

Iii."\

t..c;;.___;,;..,....a=..J~

Indoor amplifier/coupler drives any combination
of 4 TV /FM sets from one antenna. Isolation circuit
stops set interaction . Compact unit mounts easily
near any AC outlet. With connectors, mounting
hardware, instructions. For 120V AC.

REMOTE AUTOMATICby TIMER
Microntal!>

I

ggs

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
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3-FT. TRIPOD
ANTENNA MOUNT

95

9

Fo, g,eat TV o, FM cecept;on Mow
turns antenna 360° in less than a
minute. For 120V AC. 1 5- 1 223

Turn lights on automatically from bed
or chair. 10 to 60 minute auto-shutoff.
Easy installation. 63-6 34

I

Sturdy enough for high -wind areas!
Fits almost any roof slope . Preassembled for quick installation. 15-516

RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES

' ~rcherotor®: ~ ~~~:er

p

20-CiAUCiE ROTATOR CABLE
LOW
AS

399

50-fr . four leads

15-1151

3 99

100-ft . four leads

15-11 52

6 99

STEEL ANTENNA MASTING VHF/ UHF ANTENNA CABL

I

j69

5-Ft. Mast
15-842

3"

10-Ft. Mast
79
15-84 3

I

I

5295

LOW-COST AUTOMATIC ANTENNA ROTATOR

by Archer

I
I.

I

Our Super Color Special VHF/ UHF/ FM antenna sharpens black and white.
makes color come alive. 60° wide-sweep captures all available signals on
every channel. Gold Alod 1zed® finish protects against rust. Factory preassembled for easy snap-on installation. Made in the U.S.A in one of Radio
Shack·s own factories. 15-1709

UHF/ VHF/ FM AMPLIFIED ANTENNA COUPLER

I

1·
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16-gauge steel masting holds antenna
firmly in place. Swaged end locks on
tubing. 1 ¼" diameter.

20 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES!

LOW299
AS

50-Ft. ublt
15-1202 2 '

100-Ft. ubl
15-1203

5°

22-gauge copper cable has brown pol
thylene cover wrth blue polyfoam F
strong-signal areas.
Most items
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for this
sign in your
DEALER
neighborhood . __ _ _ _

llad1e
/haek
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DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STOR
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Joining In The Fun
The opportunity
was just to good to
pass up for little Judith
Flores (foreground)
Judith-- a cutie by any
standards, including
members of the Harlingen
Cardinals
around her--got into
her own cheerleading
act at annual tryouts
for the National
Cheerleading Association held at the gym
here recently. Hundreds attended the
event.

Staff photo by
RIGO ORDAZ

J
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY EVENTS CALENDAR

Sept. 7
AdmlHlona 7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Ballroom
TKE•• 10:35 a.m.•11:35 a.m. UC
305A
BSU 11:45 a.m.-12:30 a.m. Chapel

Sept. 8
Placement Chrlo Kidd GED Te1tln9 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Chapel

Sept.9
J udy Pranther Orlentotton 8 a.m.-12
.m. UC 305, 305A
mage Youth Dance 8 p.m.-12 p.m.
Ballroom

r.

Sept. 10
Panhellenlc 12-3 p.m. TV Lounge
APO'• 6:30-8 p.m . UC305.305A

Sept. II

ABC KIDDIE COLLEGE

Placement 9 a.m.•2:30 p.m. UC306
Kappa Delta 6:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
UC305,305A
U.S. Navy Recruiting Snack Bar

BY CORNER OF FREDDY GONZALEZ & SUGAR RD.

NURSERY AND DAY CARE

EDINBURG, TEXAS

Sept. 12
CSO 10 a.m.•11 a.m . UC305
El Sol 10:25 a.m.•11:25 a . m .
UC305A
Placement 9 a .m .•2:30 p.m. UC306
Preoldent Leaderohlp Scholarohlp
Program
10:25- a . m. -1 1 : 35
UC307,307A
UCPC 10:25 a . m .•1 1 :25 a .m.
Ballroom
Lamba Alpha Ei,.llon 9:30· 1 p.m.
Circle

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
PETE AND FRANCINE BOND
OWNERS

HOW MUCH IS YOUR
YEARROOK
WORTH TO YOU?
Think back a few years.
Remember when gasoline was 28 cents, hamburgers were 18 cents
and jeans when for eight bucks?
;
High school was tossing the freshmen in the canal, football games
trips up-state and the junior-senior prom with a jaunt to Reynosa after'.
ward.
Those are just memories of the good old days.
In a few years memories from college will be the good old days too.
It'll be fun in a few years to re-live your Pan American University
days. And the best way to do it is by looking through your El Bronco
yearbook.
It'~ a record of a year•· this year•· and you'll want to have your picture included and keep that record to look back at it occasionally in
the future.
Get your picture taken at Emilia Hall 100 today or Friday, and be
sure to pick up your book in the spring.

s

More than 3,000 portralta of underclaumen and
faculty members were taken for El Bronco yearbook during registration last week and
photographers from Delma Studios of New York
are stlll here, taking senior protralta at Emilia Hall
100.
Seniors should make appolntmenta to have their
pictures taken this week, according to Ana Banera
and Pam Simpson, staff members of the book. Ap•
polntmenta may be made by coming by Emilia
Hall 100 or c alling 381-2541.
During the time senior portralta are being taken
any faculty member who did not get his picture
taken during registration may have It taken this
week.

AGES OTO 9 YEARS

512/383-8522
5121682-6225
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Estate Courses
Are Scheduled
Pan American is scheduling two additional non-credit
real estate courses for the
weekends of Sept. 9 and 16,
according to Ms. Edna B.
Villar, director of community
programs at the School of
Business Administration.
Real Estate 101, basic fundamentals of real estate, and
Real Estate 701, investing,
will be offered concurrently
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the
four days. Ten other courses
are scheduled for the
balance of the year, Ms.
Villar added.
Educational requirements
for both salesperson's and
broker's real estate licenses
will increase after Dec. 31.
After that deadline, broker's
educational requirements
will increase by 25 percent,
while those for a salesperson's license will double.
The expanded scheduling
of real estate courses will
facilitate license renewal for
those persons requiring additional educational credits
to meet Texds Real Estate
Commission requirements.
This requirement is applicable only to those
salespersons who obtained
their license prior to Jan. 1,
1977, Ms. Villar explained.
Applications tor a
salesperson's license filed
before Dec. 31 will require
only 90 classroom hours of
education (or an equivalent
six semester credit hours of
university work approved by
the commission), while a
similar applic~tion filed after

Jan. 1, 197Y, will require
180 classroom hours of
education.
A broker's application filed before the end of the year
will require 180 classroom
hours of approved education, while a similar application filed next year will require 225 cla5sroom hours.
Among other requirements
for a broker's license, an applicant must have two years'
active experience as a licensed salesperson in the state of
Texas, Ms. Villar said.

Fie-Writing
Principles
Emphasized
The humanities community services program is offering a six-week creative
writing work-shop in the
craft of fiction-writing this
fall.
The course will emphasize
various principles involved
in writing fiction and will offer practical advice from the
writer's point of view on how
to begin and finish a story.

-

The class will meet from 7
· 8 p.m. on Mondays and
Wednesdays from Sept. 11
through Oct. 19. A registration fee will be charged.
There are no special requirements for enrollment.
the dean said.
Further information may
be obained by contacting the
school of humanities.

381-2451.

Pan Am, Monterrey
To Exchange 125
Business Students
The University of Nuevo Leon at Monterrey will send

125 business students to Pan American Sept. 25-27 in an
exchange program between the two schools, according to
Dr. Tony Ortega, associate dean of business here.
The Nuevo Leon university, Universidad Antonoma de
Nuevo Leon, has 75,000 (cq) students, Dr. Ortega said,
and 5 ,000 of them are in the school of commerce and adm:nistration .
Officials of both schools are planning an interchange
that will give students a look at what subjects are offered
and how they are taught. Faculty members will accompany the Monterrey students and there will be an exchange of ideas between the Pan Am and UL teachers.
Competition in sports also is planned, Dr. Ortega said,
and games of soccer, baseball, tennis are scheduled on
the final day, which will be climaxed with a Texas barbacue before the visiting students return to Mexico Sept.

27.
Or. Ortega is enlisting students of Pan American to take
the Mexican students in to spend nights with them in his
or her home or apartment. He expects the students to
gain knowledge by becoming acquainted on a one-to-one
basis. Most of the students from Mexico are boys, but
there are some girls too, Dr. Ortega said.
The NL U students are expected to arrive about 2 p.m.
Sept. 25 and have lunch at the ballroom. Later in the day
an academic exchange is planned. Sept. 26 will be spent
in seminars at the business school here.
The final day will be devoted to sports and the barbacue and social event.

BEAUTIFUL
PALACIO REAL APARTMENTS
• 1-2·3 bedrooms
• Individual C/AIH
• Assigned Parking

• Central T.V. system
• All Electric
• Patios

Luxury at It's Finest
1415 W. Freddy Gonzalez Edinburg
383-8231
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Next Five Years
Seen As Period
Of Expansion

l
F

by MARGOT HICKS
Publlc Information Offtc.e

In the 10-year period from the fall of 1967 to the fall of
1977, Pan American's enrollment has increased 122 per
cent. The most recent enrollment projections compiled by
the Texas College and University System's Coordinating
Board predict a student enrollment at a PAU of 9,811
students in 1982 and 12,075 in 1987. The figure for
1987 represents a 49 per cent increase in enrollment
since the fall of 1977.
The years 1978 through 1982 are viewed as a period
requiring extensive expansion of the existing facilities to
accommodate a growing number of students here.
Extensive expansion has been planned in three areas of
che campus. The area directly east of the covered
walkway--previously allocated to recreational and
physical education use--is to be the site of three major
buildings prior to 1982, including the physical education
complex, the humanities building and the Inter-American
Affairs building.
Additional growth is planned on the west side of the
main campus in an area previously designated as open
space. The 77,500 square foot academic support complex is to be constructed in this area.
An area in the northwest corner of the main campus,
just to the west of Sugar Road, has been selected as the
site for a special events center.
The new humanities building will be a four-story structure emcompassing 93,500 square feet. It will house
three of the five departmentsin the school of humanities:
communications, English and foreign language. Besides
classrooms and offices, it will contain an auditorium, a
theatre in the round, a shop, a language laboratory, a
reading/writing laboratory and radio and television instructional production studios.
The new structure will be located just north of the fine
arts complex along the existing covered walkway.
The Inter-American Affairs building will contain a projected 50,000 square feet in a structure located adjacent
to the planned humanities building. The space will provide classrooms and faculty offices for academic use in
the Inter-American Affairs and international education
sections of PAU.
Also included in the facility will be exhibit areas and
public space in which teachers and students can gather to
share and collect technical and financial information.
The physical education complex is to be located adjacent to the existing health and physical education
building, providing easy access between the two
buildings. The new structure will provide new and expanded services not included in the existing facility.

Students Selected To
Training Program
Twenty-five
Pan
American students were
selected from a field of 70
applicants to be involved in
an administrative training
program for minorities and
women sponsored by the
Texas Center for the
Development of Human
Resources.
All are graduate students
from the School of Education. Their training began
this summer and runs
through this year, with completion of the program at the
end of the 1979 summer
session.
The program has already
provided a field trip to
Austin and San Antonio.
The students visited with
Austin ISO personnel and
toured the Texas Education
Agency. Visiting the Texas

Folklife Festival also was included in the field trip.
Participating in the training program are Hilda S.
Ortiz, Thelma Sanchez, Jose
Luis Salinas, Salvador Garza, Jesse Perez, Diana Fernandez, Diana Gray and
JoAnn Cleckler.
Also , Cheryl Card,
Virginia Garcia, Raquel
Garcia, Sue Sweeten, Leo
Garza, Rosalinda Hernandez, Gilsie Knapp, Ruby
Benedict, Evangelina Garza,
Elevinia Gonzalez and
Laurice Polley.
Also, Felipe Martinez,
Laura Hernandez, Floyd M.
Hannah, Hector Zuniga,
Marissa Y. Garza, Israel
Gonzalez and Becky
Cowen.
Dr. Alvin Cannady,
education professor, traveled with the group.

vf/1,,, Jil,11/
ly Billy
13~0 N. CLOSNER

N. HWY. 281

EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

PH. A. C. (512) 383-6822

383-8611

G
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33-SOUTHWICK HALL
34-FINE ARTS COMPLEX
35-PMYSICAL EDUCATION RESTIIOOMS
:!a-NEW BOO~STORE
39-PHYSICAL EDOCATI~ COMPLEX

The campus plan for
Unluersity in 1982 cont a ins several new
buildings, due to a projected Increase In student enrollment. Included in the plans is a

1220,000 square foot
physical education
complex (39); a fourstory
humanities
building (40); a 77,500
square foot academic
support complex (41);

Within the proposed l.!0,000 square teet complex will
be a gymnastics room, weight room, dance studio, archery range, handball courts, several classrooms and
natatorium suitable for competitive swimming and diving
events.
At the time of this construction, the existing track will be
relocated.
The new expansion of the business administration
building will contain 21,000 square feet in a single story
structure located east of the existing building and west of
the education building. The structure of the building will
be designed to allow the addition of several floors in the
future as required. Contained in the building will be
various classrooms, an auditorium, laboratories for accounting and statistics courses and offices for faculty and
administrators.
The auditorium, classrooms and laboratories wiIT be

C:

lf

-0- HUMANITIES
41-ACA0EMIC SUPPOFIT C-OMPLEX
◄2-INTER·AMERICAN AFFAIRS

◄3-SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
4-1-AOOITION TO BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

and a two-level special
events center (43). Also
included is the expansion of the business administration building by
21,000 square feet (44);
and expansion of the

central cooling plant
(20), administra t ion
building (32) and administration annex (31).
(PAU LEARNING RESOUR CE CENTER
PHOTOGRAPH Y)

equipped to utilize traditional audio-visual aids in aaa111on
to television and computer facilities. The building will be
attached to the current building in a manner to provide for
easy traffic flow between the existing and new structures.
The academic support facility will be located east ot the
existing dormitories just inside the covered walkway. Included in the structue will be a 3,000 square feet computer center, research facilities, faculty offices, general
classrooms and various student services. Also included in
the project will be the relocation of the astronomy equipment from the present site to the roof of the new complex.
Other proposed construction includes a two level structure of approximately 194,000 square feet as a special
events center; expansion of the administration building
and the administration annex; and expansion of the central cooling plant.

Budgets Total Over $24 Million
Pan American University in Edinburg and Brownsville
will operate with a budget amounting to $24,345,411 for
the 1978-79 fiscal years.
Budgets for the two campuses were approved by the
university's board of regents during its August session.
The most unusual aspect of the-budget as compared to
prior years is lack of major ch,ange, according to Dr.
Robert Crane, vice president fpr business affairs. Both
campus budgets reflect inclresefto cope with inflation but
very few organizational or aclivity level changes. The
stability is a result partially of vfiry modest increses in funding appropriated by legislature in this the second year of
the biennium, Crane said. ·
The operating budget for the Edinburg campus is
$22,662,182. Dr. Ralph Schilling, president, explained
the budgetary departments for the campus as follows:
--State appropriated activities, educational and general
---14, 736,462.
--Self-funded activities, auxiliary enterprises
---$5,806,088.
--Grants and contracts,. sponsored projects, some
federally funded ---$2,119,632.
The 12-month operating budget for the Brownsville
campus is $1,683,380, making the second time the
budget has been over $1..million.
For the second year, ~ombined campus salaries are
budgeted to exceed a million dollars a month.
Faculty salaries continue to rank high among four-year
state-supported institutions:of higher learning. Salaries for
instructors range from $12.~87 to $15,655; assistant professors, $16,385 to $18;965; associate professors,
$20,315 to $24,095; an~ professors, $25.535 to
$28,055.
Graduate assistants receive salaries of $4,191 for the
same nine-month period.
The 1977 legislature passed a pay raise bill for all state
employes, effective Sept. 1, 1978, which calls for the
state to pay employes' share of the social security tax
(5.85 percent of earnings up to $16,500). The employe's
take home pay is increased by reducing his social security
tax payroll deduction.
Receiving the largest percentage of pay increase will be
those employes making under $12,000. The increase will

amount to 3 .4 percent, plus the social security tax payroll
deduction.
total salary increases for employes include: 9.25 percent for those below $12,000; 7.1 percent for $15,000;
5. 73 percent for $20,000; 4 .6 percent for $25,000; and
3.8 percent for $30,000.
Jn addition to these increases, the budget contains staff
merit raises and 30 faculty rank or step promotions.
A 14 percent increase in dormitory room and board
rates for 1978-79 was approved at the board's May
meeting. The new rates will still be the lowest in the state
for air-conditioned dormitory space, according to Dr.
Schilling.

GEORGE
GARCIA

A specialist in haircut. and
blow dry, George Is the newest
member on the fashion staff at
VOGu~·s HAIR FASHIONS.

U you want to start the
school year with a fashionable
note, call George, Loli or Easy
at 383-9083 for an appointment.
115 East Lovett
Edinburg, Texas

Open 9:00 • 5:30 p.m.
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North Texas State
Gets Tennis Coach
After only a three year coaching stint with
the Pan Am tennis team. AG Longoria has
decided to pack his bags and venture on to
North Texas State University to become the
director of the men's and women's intercollegiate tennis program. This was effective
Sept. 1
With only his short time al Pan American.
Longoria became the Bronc·s wmnmgest
tennis coach with a complied record of 49
wins and only 14 defeats.
Under Longoria, the netters went from
No. 20 in the national rankings to No. 13. In
Longoria's final year, Pan American finished
No. 10 nationally
Longoria also was the tournament director
at the 92nd NCAA national tennis championships plus he directed the 1976 intercollegiate indoor mixed doubles invitational
championships
Charles Redd, Longoria assistant, will
become the interim coordinator for the team
until a new head coach is named.
Bill White, athletic director at Pan Am,
said. "It isn't necessary to rush to find a
replacement because our 1979 schedule is
almost completed and the program's continuity will not be broken."
According to White, "we're going to look
around at top tennis people."

Longoria

Practice Prepares
NettersForSeason Sports
Bronc tennis practice opens on Monday, under interim
coach Charlie Redd. It will be a long ten month season
with Athens, Ga , being the final match of their season.
"We have two objectives," said Redd. "One is to hold
on to our Top Ten national ranking and the other is to
gain an invitation lo the 16-team NCAA play-offs for the
national championships."
Pan Am. returns eight from its No. 10 ranked squad.
This was the first Bronc tennis team to finish ranked in the
top ten
The nucleas of this year's team centers around junior
John Picken and sophomores Derek Segal and Alfonso
Gonzalez. The three totaled 12 doubles and 18 singles
matches wins last season
In addition, sophomore lefthanders Josef Brabenec
and Junior College All America transfer Dominique
Duillion plan to log playing time
Sophomore letterman Hugo Hamden, Ivan Solis and
Benito Reyes will be JOined by several outstanding
freshmen recruits and two red-shirts, Greg Land and
Brian Liberman
Liberman returns after recovering from a serious car accident He played on the Pan Am team of 1977.

TENNIS ANYONE Brian Liberman. Hugo Hamdan and Greg Lard displav fierce net
action during tennis workout Staff Photo By JORGE VILLARREAL
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Any students who are interested in playing women's in
tercollegiate volleyball or softball should contact Coach
Kelly Bass. phone 381 2225. in the PAU Athletic Department.
The volleyball team is practicing at 2 p m . daily in the
PAU Field House
The softball team is practicing at 4 p m at Memorial
Park in Edinburg.
Bass is coaching both women's teams. which enjoyed
successful seasons last year
The volleyballers begin their schedule Sept 12 at
Wharton against the University of Houston and Wharton
College. The softball IP am starts Sept 19 with a
doubleheader at Trinity in San Antonio
Practice in both sports started Sept 5 but all women
students who are taking at least 12 semester hours still are
ehg1ble to Join either team.

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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lntrainural...
Entry deadline for intramural men's football and
women's volleyball is set for Sept 12
Each football team must have a manager plus there
must be at least 20 players on the roster Before any
member can participate, a phys1c:1l must be taken and
each player must be in good health
Most of the same rules hold true for volleyball as for
football. but each women's team must have at least eight
participants
In the near future. men's and women·~ intramural
basketball will hold reg1strat1or
"the entry deadline being Oct 12.

FALCON'S
ti AIHSTYI.IM I

plaonP fo r an ap pointme n t

383-9012
A GREAT S AVE!ll Jeff Jones makes a nice divmg stop to save a goal Staff Photo by
RIGO ORDAZ

520 E. UNIVERS ITY
EDINBURG

New Helpers
Requested by
Cheerleaders
Any faculty member or
admistrator of PAU who
wishes to serve as sponsor of
the cheerleaders this year
can contact Jim McKone ,
sports 1nformahon director
phone 2228. in 1h1c Athletic
Department
McK01w spon~ored the
cheerleader~ last war on an
mtenm basis Hl· 1s looking
for someone abll' to devote
more 11ml' to the Bronc
cheerleaders
PAU I \ believed to have
had cheerleader~ for 50 of its
fi I years as a college. There
were no cht>erle.iders two
vears ago

P1rt-tlm1 worll, on campus,
d1stnbuting our advertising materials
in and -around your school. Choose
your own schedule 4-25 hoors per
weell. No selling of any kind, your
pay is based upon the amount of
material distributed. Of our 31 O
campus reps now posting , the
average hourty earning is S4.65: 225
earn more than SS.00 an hour. The
Job is not particularly stimulating there are no unusual sJulls required,
you wll need a high degree of internal
motivation and a strong sense of
responsibility. Though we don·1 ask
for a certain time commitment. we
1lo expect you to be with us for
a while. For further information,
contact American Passage, 708
Warren N.• Seattle, WA 98109
206-282-8111
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Newsbit.s
Employes Get 15
Days Off
A 15-day holiday schedule will be observed by regular
employes here during the 1978-79 academic year, starting Sept. 1.
Days off during the year include Nov. 23-24 for
Thanksgiving, Dec. 25-Jan. 1 for Christmas, March
12-17 for spring recess and July 4, Independence Day.
The schedule does not apply to all employes in the
physical plant and library.

Student Club Elects
Offi cers
The student chapter of the Association for Computing
Machinery has elected officers for the 1978-79 academic
year.
Elected were Steve Van Matre, chairman; Efrain Fernandez, vice chairman; Phyllis Driskill, secretary; and Bill
Bryant, treasurer. Outgoing chairman is David Glaser.
Club membership is open to any student interested in
computer science.

Instructor Attended
Conference
Jan Seale, instructor in the English Dept. recently
returned from participating in the third annual Aspen
Writer's Conference in Aspen, Colo.
The meeting was for 50 conferees selected from ap·
plicants across the nation.
Sponsored by the Aspen Leaves Literary Foundation
and the Aspen Anthology, a literary publication, the conference featured poets William Matthews, Jane Shore,
Thomas Lux, and Gowen Head in lectures, readings, and
seminars.
Ms. Seale's book "Bonds", published by riverSedge
press, is in its second printing. She has recently had
poems accepted for the New Mexico Humanities Review,
Cedar Rock, and Texas Portfolio.

8i0 Diplomas Awarded
A total of 8 10 diplomas were presented during May
commencement at the university.
There were 650 undergraduates, 44 nursing and 116
graduate degrees conferred.
The graduating class was composed of both May 1978,
and December 1977 graduates.
Heading the list of graduates with highest honors was
Angus Wright of Houston. Who majored in history and
earned a 3.975 GPA. Wright planned to attend graduate
school in the fall.
Barbara Schwarz Miller of Mercedes earned a 3.974
with a major in accounting. She began work June 1 with
a certified public accounting firm in Mercedes.
Patrick Burchfield earned a 3.92 average in biology.
Burchfield is general curator of Gladys Porter Zoo. He
and his wife, Sharon, live in Brownsville.
Nancy Gibson Hyslin, daughter of Calvin and Pat Gibson of McAllen, earned a 3.90 average majoring in art.
She is working as resocialization program coordinator
with Amigos del Valle.
Nellie Lamas of McAllen earned a 3.84 average with a
degree in Inter-American studies. Miss Lamas studied in
London during the summer and planned to teach in the
fall while working for a masters degree. She is the
daughter of Maria de la luz and Silverio Lamas.

Soph Receives Award
Jaime Rebolloso has been named recipient of a $200
scholarship award given by the Edinburg chapter of the
Rio Grande Hospital Auxiliary Association.
Rebolloso is a sophomore majoring in nursing education.
The scholarship was given upon recommendation of
the PAU nursing faculty, and will be used to aid Rebolloso
in pursuing undergraduate studies.
Rebolloso is married to Amalia Z. Rebolloso and
resides in Elsa.

Program Has Openi ngs
The High School Equivalency Program has announced
several positions open for fall employment.
The program has openings for two counselor aides, a
reading lab aide, grammar tutor, literature tutor, math
- tutor. social studies tutor, men's dorm counselor assistant
(19 hours per week), and a part-time office aide (20
hours per week).
These are 15 hours-a-week positions, unless otherwise
specified, and pay the minimum wage. Application for
the positions may be made at Emilia Hall, room 207.

..

ment opportunities are expected to be generally good,
and where there is a rough
balance between supply and
demand. These include:
astronomy,
business,
chemistry, criminal justice,
elementary education
(graduate level teachers),
finance, library science,
management, marketing,

Some fields received a
rating of very good to excellent; the demand for
employees will be greater
than the supply. They are:
accounting (accountants,
optometry, physics, religion-theology (clergy) and
speech and hearing therapy
(therapists and teachers).

Teachers
in the news

Two professors from the
department of foreign languages here Dr. Hugo A.
Mejias and Gloria GarzaSwan have written a new
text, "Espanol para
Hablantes Nativos."
Having put finishing
touches on the experimental
edition this summer, the
book is the first volume in
the series "Modern Language Studies" edited by Dr.
James C. Maloney, acting
head of the foreign languages department. Printed
by the university print shop,
it will become the standard

.

financial managers, and insurance brokers), computer
science, medicine- (dentists
and physicians), nursing,
occupational therapy,
physical therapy, secondary
eduation (industrial arts,
mathematics and science
teachers), engineering (electrical, chemical, industrial),

(cont. from p. 1)
health care administration
(health administrators,
managers), industrial education (teahers, technicians),
veterinary medicine and
medical technology.
The report stated, "These
projections reflect general
statewide conditions which
may vary for local areas."

Spanish Profs
Coauthor Text

text for Spanish 1303 and
1304.
Appropriate materials for
Spanish language courses
targeted at Spanish-English
bilingual university students
have previously been unavailable, according to Dr.
Maloney. Texts written for
non-native speakers have
had to be adapted to the
teaching situation.
The new text is based on a
proven methodological approach as well as on systematic research into the
Spanish of this area and the

southwest done principally
by Dr. Mejias. A text for the
intermediate level (2307,
2308), the second in the
series, will be ready for use
in 1979.

Several commercial companies are interested in
publishing the new work,
Dr. Maloney.

History Professor
Authors Booklet
"Jose Vasconcelos, a Man
for All the Americas," en-

titles a new booklet written
by Dr. Hubert J. Miller,
associate professor in the
history department.
The recently-published
booklet was the last of five by
Dr. Miller who worked
under a grant from the
Tinker Foundation of New
York. The booklet treats the
life of Jose Vasconcelos, a
20th-century Mexican
educator and philosopher.
The 83-page work is intended mainly for elemen·
tary and secondary teachers
engaged in teaching the
Mexican American heritage.

Upcoming Drama Season Will Combine
Contemporary, Classical Theatrical Works
Valley theatre buffs know
the best entertainment the
area has to offer can be
found onstage at the drama
department. The 1978-79
season of plays announced
combines the best of contemporary and classical
theatrical works.
The first production by the
department comes from the
pen of Texas playwright,
Preston Jones. "Lu Ann
Hampton

Laverty

Oberlander" is from Jones'
collection, "A Texas
Trilogy." Set in the fictional
town of Bradleyville, Tex.,
"Lu Ann" spans three stages
of a woman's life.
At 17, Lu Ann sparkles in
her shabby little home,
squealing with admiration
because the boys on the
basketball team have dyed
their hair green just to surprise the girls. Picnics, drivein movies, joyrides in a Hudson Hornet all occupy Lu
Ann until her brother introduces his oafish buddy
from the Korean War--and
she goes dancing off into her
first dreary marriage.
Ten years later Lu Ann is
divorced. She works in a
Bradleyville beauty parlor,
supporting her daughter, living with her mother, and finding the right man to marry
when she stops for a beer at
Red Grover's bar. Her first
skirmish with Corky
Oberlander, a road inspector
out of Jones' memories, is a
love duet beautifully orchestrated with snarls and
spats.
In another 10 years, Lu
Ann, at 37, is a widow; her
brother an alcoholic; her
mother a helpless paralytic,
barely concious. But Lu Ann
refuses to put her in a nusing
home, knowing that what
the old lady needs, even
more than to be fed and
cleaned, is love.
The play is an account
book of diminishing returns,
which by rights should be
depressing. But it isn't. As
Lu Ann grows saltv and

hard, she also grows ·noble,
and without a trace of self.
pity.
The play has been produced by the Dallas Theater
Center where it premiered in
1974 , as well as productions
at the Kennedy Center and
on Broadway. Jones as a
playwright has returned audiences to the family drama
in the style of Eugene
O'Neill's "A Long Day's
Journey into Night."
"Lu
Ann
Laverty
Oberl a nder" will be
presented Sept. 27-30 and
Oct. 4-7.
The second play of the '78
season will be a re-staging of
the PASS hit, "The Comedy
of Errors." Shakespeare's
deliciously delightful comedy of mistaken identities
and two sets of identical
twins was popularized in
Roman comedy and in the

musical "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to
the Forum." Drama students
will perform "The Comedy
of Errors" in competition at
the America n College
Theatre Festival in October.
Pan American performance dates are Oct. 11-14.
The annual musical comedy co-sponsored by the
drama and music departmen ts will be "Damn
Yankees," slated for three
performances Nov. 30, Dec.
1 and 2. The Broadway
classic presents devilish
delights as a star spangled
baseball team sings and
dances its way to the National Pennant. Audiences
will recognize the upbeat,
up-tempo versio of Dr.
Faustus.
Opening the spring
semester will be Paul
Zindel's hard-hitting "And

Miss Reardon Drinks a
Little," a turbulent story of
spinster school teachers and
the frustrations that form
their profound lives.
John Houseman's "Acting
Company" will make Its second appearance in the
Valley as the drama department sponsors the nationally
acclaimed repertory company in a full-week residency. In addition to acting and
theatre workshops, the company will present two performances each of "Romeo
and Juliet," "Antigone," and
"Broadway," a blockbuster
musical revue. The troupe
will perform Feb. 26 through
March 3.
The final productlonm ol
the season will be the
hysterical comedy of manners, "The Country Wife,"
April 4-7.
.

Kent Smither (left) plays Antlpholus of Syracuse; Jack S trawn Is Egeos (h,.
father); Bettye McAnear plays Emilia (his mother) and Mark Servis I• madcap
comedy "The Comedy of Errors" to be presented by the Communlcatlona
Depart,;,ent Oct. 11-14. The production will also be Pan American's ojflclal entry
In the American College Theatre Festival at Sam Houston State University.
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Statistics Reveal Theft Was
Largest Single Crime Here
Crime statistics for the
month of August, released by the University's
Traffic and Security
department, reveal theft
was the largest single
crime on campus.
During that month twc
major thefts, one attempted car theft, and six
minor thefts were
reported.
According to Joe J.
Ponce, a detective with
the department, an airconditioner was stolen
from the old library
building. The unit was
ripped-off the wall In
broad daylight.
The case is still under
Investigation in cooperatlo n with Edinburg
Police.
Another case involves
a man's watch, valued at
$175, which was stolen

from a locker in the
physical education complex. The case is still
under investigation.
An illegal alien was
recently charged with attempted theft. The man
was arrested by Officer
Rene Pena as he attempted to steal a car from the
University Center parking
lot. The car was owned
by a university employee.
Six other minor thefts
are also under investigation by the departrrient's
detective division. The
thefts, with a combined
value of about $300,
took place in the portable
buildings located east of
the dorms.
Ponce said the department has not handled a
rape case, nor has a rape
incident actually been
reported, on campus for
several years.
The last rape incident
reported on campus In-

volved several basketball
team members who were
later acquitted of the
charges.
This year--for the first
year--the department has
a detective within Its
ranks. Ponce took over
that position last May
after having served for
several years with the
Lake Charles, La., police
department, and the
Hidalgo County Sheriff's
Office.
"It's not official yet,"
Chief Greg Salazar said
of the position, "but it's
something we felt we've
needed for a long time.
Besides the chief and
the detective, the department has seven patrol officerson campus, three of
whom have supervisor's
duties. In addition, the
department employs two
full-time clerks.

Traffic And Security Chief Vows
To Crack Down On Violators
Students who think
they can accumulate an
exccessive number of
traffic citations, and get
away with it, are In for a
surprise.
Chief of Traffic and
Security, Greg Salazar,
promised recently to
crack down on violators.
Joe J. Ponce, an Investigator with the
department, said Security would come especially
hard on students who
persist on parking in service
drives
and
unauthorized
ID8CCS.

parking

A violator receiving
more than six citations
will be referred to the
dean of students for
disciplinary action. "Last
year we didn't do it, but
this year we will be referring students to Dr.
(Gilberto) de los Santos,"
Ponce said.
Meanwhile, de los
Santos explained the
steps he'll take In dealing
with those students. "I
will try to find the reasons
behind the frequent
violations, and try to
work something out with
the student If possible. H

the student is willing to
rectify the violations (pay
the fines), I may drop It
right there," he said.
"If , on the other
hand," de los Santos
continued, "the student Is
not willing to recify the
problems, I can Issue a
reprimand and send the
case to the StudentFaculty Disciplinary
Committee." If found
guilty by the Committee,
the student will be assessed a penalty that may
range from a reprimand
to expulsion from the
University.

- -.,.,..""""=-~.

A Security policeman issues another citation.

The
College Lifel

Mt barely lnro the aemeater,

aome

may haue wondered where the guy that

told them college wa• a good Idea went.
An unidentified atudent apenda an qfternoon. laolated, and atudylng. Claaaea
were In full •wlng--comlng to the end of
the aecond week.
Staff Photo by RIGO ORDAZ

Survey Shows StudentE
Aware Of Services
By MARTHA ONTIVEROS
Publk: lnf-•tton Olllcc

Slightly over 80 per cent of randomly selected
University students here were at least aware of services available to them, with tutoring, financial aid
and veterans assitance being the most familiar. according to a new survey.
In an effort to evaluate the University's student
services, personnel from the office of student and
university affairs sought student input and conducted a survey during the past spring semester.
The survey was directed by Judy Pranter, assistant dean of students. Dr. Gilberto de los Santos
heads the department which conducted the survey.
A total of 33 classes were surveyed, resulting in
767 usable returns. Approximately nine per cent of
the PAU-Edinburg student body completed the
questionnaire.
Of the 767 student respondents, 48.8 per cent
were female and 51.2 per cent were male with
21. 9 per cent being married and 78.1 per cent beIng single.
Financial aid led in highest rating of satisfaction
with 60.7 per cent of the students indicating it was
"satisfactory" or "very satisfactory."
"On the whole, it appears that most of the
students who have used the services are satisfied
with them. Only an average of four per cent ln(See p . 3)
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Opinions

RI300RDAZ

Editor's Note: The Pan
American begins this
week a weekly feature
column, "Opinions:
Question of the Week."
Staff photographer Rigo
Ordaz asks a random
sampling of students their
opinions on issues or
problems that may affect
them. Survey results are
not definitive. The Pan
American reserves the
right to edit content.
Readers' comments
about the column and the
responses--as well as suggestions for questions are
invited.

Question of the Week
What kind of atorle9 would you like to aee In
The Pan American Newapaper?

Olga
Quezada
Freahman San Juan
"I would like to see more
student activities or activities
students are involved in.
Valley news wouldn't hurt
either, but only the news
having to do with students or
related to the Univerity."

Bobby Garcia
Senior
Art Major

,

"I would like to see more
editorials and comments that
deal strictly with Pan Am.
Some stories or articles that
would get students involved.
I think the first issue story on
student fees was good; we
should have more like that."

Sandra Castellanos
Freahman Elsa
"I don't care. Well, I think
you could run some stories
on sex or sex education. I
don't know too much about
this. I wish they would teach
more on this or run some
stories."

Gloria A. Gonzalez
McAllen Business
Major
"An occassional fiction
story is 0 .K. but I think we
need more news of whats
happening. Students find
out about some news after
it's happened."

Arnulfo (Poncho)
Garcia
Sophomore
"I'd like to see more sport
· stories and pictures In every
issue of the Pan American.
More soccer stories and pictures would be appreciated
and I also would like to se~
different players featured
every week."
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Farber Book Deal Is Irrelevant
Several of us were
sitting in the newsroom of a Valley afternoon dally when a
staff reporter, having
just walked in and
picked up the paper,
blurted a few obscenities.
They were meant
for no one in particular, but for the
U.S. Supreme Court.
"It seems every time
I turn around, the
courts are ruling
against the press," she
said. Maybe exagerrating, she referred to
another case in which
New York Times
reporter Myron Farber
had been ordered jailed by a New Jersey
Supreme Court justice
for refusing to turn
over to the court his
confidential files
relating to articles he
wrote on the Dr. Mario
Jascalevich murder
case.

The big story that
upset the reporter that
day: the supreme
court ruled police searches of newsrooms
le al.

Only weeks later,
the Times reporter was
a goat. A book deal
which he disclosed (he

castillo
f
Professional newspersons around the
country, were upset
about the two cases-like the reporter in her
immediate reaction to
the headline she
glanced at. Farber was
a hero, protecting the
confidentiality of his
sources; guarding the
integrity of special
priveleges under the
First Amendment.

\IIE
POINrs
To the Editor: According to the PAU catalog,
page 3, " . . .the University commits itself to: ..
.providing a functional and aesthetic campus for
the use and pleasure of the University and area
communities. " Sometimes it seems this is not a
commitment to students or that it should read, " ..
.the University and area communities, exclusive of
students."
Currently, there is some non-academic activity in
the physical science building. There is also a barricade across the sidewalk, forcing students to circumnavigate the bullding--or the barricade. For
some reason a number of business courses are in
the old library rather than the B.A. building, forcing
business students to walk through grass and mud,
negotiate barricades, or follow the existing unbarricaded sidewalks far out of their way. This is fuctional? aesthetic? THIS IS AN UNNECESSARY
IMPOSITION!
In a shopping mall or on a downtown street,
when renovations are underway, banks or department stores build temporary wooden passageways,
to protect pedestrians--but allow passage. Are
students second-class citizens? As "customers" of
the University, are they entitled to less than other
taxpayers or customers of banks and department
stores receive? I say no, and I think every student
on this campus would say the same thing!
If the structure above the sidewalk is in danger of
collapse, it shouldn't take long to knock it down ,
clear the rubble, and give us back our sidewalk. If
the structure will remain, and there will be construction in the vicinity, then the sidewalk should be barred (if necessary) only during periods of active
construction--!£ even then. Since the construction
workers inside the building conduct their activities
bareheaded, why should an area with no activity be
a hard-hat area, or barricaded?

Yours for a functional campus,
Courtney D. Wood
Edinburg. Tex.
Management Major

had signed a contract
obligating him to write
an account of the
murder cases) had
caused him to lose
many of his friends-champions of the
press.
About Farber, the
story is much too
drawn out .to detail
here. He was subsequently f~eed after
having spent 26 days
in jail.
Farber has since
then been chastised by ·
the press for "protecting his financial interests", supposedly
thereby clouding the
issue.

Ridiculous. The
book deal has nothing
to do with the issue. A
real issue is a law that
protects two people-the reporter and his informant.
As a recent editorial
in The Los Angeles
Times explained, the
law does not put those
two classes above,
rather it protects them
to better serve the
general interests of
others. Without informants , journalism
could be reduced to
the mere printing of
public statements and
public handouts.
Comedian George
Carlin after an oftrecord
m a Ii g n e d
routine was deemed
objectionable by the
courts, may have said
it best. "They just cut
another chunk out of
the First Amendment.
A final sad point.
The general public
may not realize how
cases which seemingly
affect others--like
Myron Farber, George
Carlin, and newsmen
and entertainers- affect them in the long
run.

Pan American Cla111fled Ada
TEACH OVERSEAS' For details.
send s.etf-addres.se-d. slam~d. long
envelope to Teaching. Sox 1049.
San Diego, CA 92113

Theme$, ~pen, and reports that are
neatly typed bnng better grad.e s Try
it1

CaU 383•2596 after 5 p .m

Classified rate ls 20 cents a line with a

minimum of S l for each Insertion,
payable In a dva nce Bnng ad copy to
The Pan American. Emilia Hall 100.
Deadhne ls Friday noon_ To estimate

cost 25 letters and spaces to a line.
YoshukaJ Karate lessons (Japenses
Hard Style) $20 00 monthly; Mon

day. Thursday night 7-8,30 Ne xt to
7-11 , 1220 W. University

Beach House for rent on South Padre
lsland--2 bedroom. on Gulf ,Jde. Call
399-2433. 399-6596 or 399-1199
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WED·
DING RINGS Up to 50% discount to
students. faculty & staff Example.
1/4 ct $150, 1/2 ct $350. I ct.
$995. by buymg dhect from lead ing
d1.amond cutter. For color catak>g
send $ 1 to SMA O..mond lmporten•
Inc • Sox 42. Fanwood. N.J 07023
Ondicate name of school) or call (212)
682-3390 for loc:atton of showroom
nearest you
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Freshman Hopes To Make Olympic Team
By LETICIA DIAZ
Staff~

Training is year round for Beth who runs two miles a day,

lifts weights, swims and paddles her boat at the Rancho Viejo

Eskimos once used the kayak as a travel source to hunt for

Country Club in Brownsvil)e, where she and her parents live.

But to Beth Dlbnah, a 19-year-old determined and
energetic Canadian, the kayak Is more than just a way to get
around. It's part of her team.
Dlbnah, from Wlnnlpeg--and her kayak--are aiming for
the 1980 Olympics In Moscow.
The University freshman majoring In physical education
and minoring In mass communication said she knows the
tough competition she'll be up against. Dlbnah Is ranked
ninth In Senior Ladies Kayak-1 competition In Canada.
She began a career in swimming at the age of nine and
continued swimming until she was 16. It wasn't until she and
a friend ventured off to the calm waters of a Winnipeg Canoe
Club that they were fortunately "discovered" by a coach who
felt their performance was outstanding.
Since then Dtbnah has made a successful career out of
kayak racing, also known as flat-water racing. She has competed In various meets in western Canada, and has won two
gold meda.ls in the Western Pacific Tr1,.1c ;., Vancouver. In
fne 1977 Canada games, she earned a silver and two bronze
medals. And that same year--at the natlonals--she won two
more silvers.

She will return to Canada In May to begin training for precompetition for the Olympics. Beth will compete against 19
other girls for the five-member team that will represent
Canada in the Olypmlcs.

seals In the Arctic waters.

"After the 1976 Olympics," she said, "scouter were out
watching for potential athletes. No one really knew who
these scouters were, but when I saw a man write my name
o n his list, I was thrilled.
In 1970, her life was pretty well outlined after a well
known swimmer by the name of Spitz told her she could
make the Olyml)ics if she only tried.
If she makes the team and wins a gold medal. what would
her reaction be.

"J\d _grin," she answered in high spirits.
A full-time student, Beth also works at the campus pool as
a lifeguard. She hopes to be a graduate with a degree in
physical education. Beth hopes someday to be a sports commentator for kayak sports.

ComputerBeing Used More
By CYNTHIA GARCIA

Stall.._..

to use the computer hooks
up a phone receiver to the
terminal and dials a code
number. A password Is then
sent through the terminal
and the computer Is ready
for operation.

One of the greatest inventions of the century has been
the computer--as we all
know.
Because of its efflency and
time-saving abilities, computers benefits millions of
people In a variety of ways.
Here at Pan American a
computer center with an
ever-increasing number of
terminals provides a wealth
of services to students, faculty, administrators and staff
members.
The center, located In the
Business Administration
building does all computer
work for Pan American.
Ms. Leota Hull, new
director of the computer
center described it as "a
large, time-saving computer
system in which a number of
different operations can be
going on slmultaneously--up to 55 at a time.
There are 64 terminals on
campus with access to the
computer--or four times as
many since the system
began. According to Ms.
Hull, terminals are constantly being purchased. Departments that have justifiable
reasons for needing one
may get one.

The computer center is
also available for student
use. Business students use
the lab; math students use
computer assisted instruction; and students enrolled
in Computer Science classes
also utilize the computer
system.
A game area Is available
to students In the evenings
after 5 p.m ., and on
weekends. Games such as
"Star
Trek"
and
"Adventure" can be played
on the computer.

An answering device
makes the connection between the terminal and the
computer. A person in the
Science building who _wants

"If you know the name of
the game, you can plug_ In
and play the game, explained Ms. Hall, who believes
the games are "a good way

Faculty members do
research projects with the
help of the center. Faculty
members gather data, then
use the computer to
evaluate that data in a particular area.
Every administrative office
on campus has some type of
work done In the computer
center and several outside
agencies, including McAllen,
P .S.J.A . and Mercedes
High Schools are also serviced.

[ Library Ncites I
It might be a good idea to note the difference between a library

and a Leaming Resource Center. since the following conversation is
still heard around campus:
First student: "Hey, where's- the library?"
Second student: "The LRC is that big four-story building over
there."

First student: "l don't want the LRC, whatever that is--1want the
library."
Second student: "Well, that's what they call the library now."
"Library" is defined as "a room, a section or series of sections of a
building, or a building itself given over to books, manuscripts,
musical scores, or other literary and sometimes artistic materials kept
in some convenient order for use but not for sale."
The term, "learning resource center" has not yet appeared in any
dictionary, but it is a term now used at many universities to refer to
the total library and the community in accomplishing the goals of the
University.
It provides for the acquisition (including design and production),
organization, storage, retTieval, tTansmission and use of all type of
communication media-·books. periodicals, special collections,
television, slides, tapes, film, graphics and other learning aids.
Thus, the Leaming Resource Center at Pan American consists of
two major facilities•••the library and media services. The majority of
you have probably only been concerned with the library while you
have been here. However, if you are seeking additional media to
enrich your learning, try the media usage center, located on the
ground floor of the LRC.
There is a listing of all non-print materials and you could possibly
locate the material you have been seeking. There are people to
assist you and a place to view or listen for individuals or groups.
Library hours for the Fall semester are as follows:
Normal echedule

Monday thru Thursday•· 7:45 to 10:30
Friday ·· 7:45 to 5:30
Saturday ·· 8:00 to 5:00
Sunday •· 2:00 to 10:00

for students to get acquainted with the machine."
The computer center ·has
an annual operating budget
of $320,000. There are nine
staff members at the center
and 25 students who Ms.
Hull ailed "very helpful and
relied on heavily."
How Is Pan American'li
computer system compared
to the similar-sized universities' comnputer system?

"Very favorable," according to Ms. Hull. "Effiency
and type of equipment is as
good as, if not better, than
equipment found at these
other universities.

91l112111t-.

Hull predicts the computer center will grow right
along with Pan American a
university with a growth rate
that has proven to be relatively fast.

Beth Di·bnah

Speaker's Bureau Recruijment Underway
Efforts are being made to
find students interested in
participating in the 1978-79
Student Speakers' Bureau,
according to R. Neal Rieke,
director of forensics.
The Bureau Is a nonprofit, service organization
under sponsorship and
direction of Pan American
Forensics and Department
of Communications.
The Bureau has averaged
25-30 speaking engagements per year. As a result,
students have had opportunities to Implement their
classroom training, and a
fine service has been
rendered to a number of
civic organizations, c\ubs,

schools and groups of interested individuals in our
community. It Is important
to start this year with a good
group of prepared students,
Rieke said.
·
Persons do not have to be
accomplished speakers to try
out, he said. They should be
Interested in the program
and have the time available
fo meet engagements, however. They will receive help
ana coaching in selecting
and preparing subjects and
have access to the forensics
office, 217 Southwick Hall.
Examples of past programs are: The Women's
Movement--A Personal
View; Curanderismo--

Survey
(Cont. from p. 1)
d1cated that the :;ervices were unsatisfactory," said
Dr. de los Santos.
Financial aid was the service most often used by
the students. More than half of the respondents
said they used financial aid once a semester or
once a year.
Other services most frequently used were tutoring, academic counseling, student entertainment,
career planning/career testing and health care services.
When asked what services should be increased,
52.3 per cent considered it "important" or "very
Important" that all services be expanded.
However, students favored the following services
to be expanded: financial aid, tutoring, counseling,
health care, study skills assistance, reading program, career planning career testing and job placement services.
Also, students asked that more publicity be given
to all the services related to studying and job placement and testing services. "I would like to see
literature available about these services to freshmen
durin~ their orientation," said one student.

from

Comments ranged
suggestions and complaints to ideas and compliments. "I know of very
few services. I've made an effort to become acquainted only with those I need." "Child care may
reduce problems for many mothers." " . . . How
about housing for married students. . ." "I didn't
know that there was so much help in this campus."
Other students asked for better student and
teacher relationships and more typing facilities and
study rooms on campus.
One student asked for d larger bookstore and
lower prices of books.

Mexican Folk Medicine;
People Helping People-•
Social Work Services and
Programs; PAU Student
Government--Purposes and
Functions; Law Enforcement--Training and Preparation; Hyperactivity in
Children--Causes and Effects; Subliminal Advertising ;
Value Systems
Analysis.
According to Rieke, this
year's debate topic reads:
" RESOLVED: That the
Federal government should
implement a program which
guarantees employment op-

portunlties to all U.S.
citizens in the labor force."
The topic will cover
various areas, such as
homosexuals, illegal aliens,
occupational alcoholism,
youth, trade, mandatory
retirement, the Bakke deci- _
sion, status quo programs,
unemployment harms and
others, he added.
Interested persons who
would like to contribute to
the forensics debate program may contact Rieke at
201 Southwick Hall or call
381-3585.

For the remainder of the week, eenlors may
come by Emllla Hall Room 100 to have their por•
trait.a taken. Appointments will not be necceuuy,
according to photographers of Delma Studloe.
Faculty members who have yet to have their pictures taken for the yearbook ue urged to do so by
the ataff. Faculty members wlll be worked Into the
schedule.

r
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BEAUTIFUL
PALACIO REAL APARTMENTS
• 1·2·3 bedrooms
• Individual C/A/H
• Aaalgned

Panlno

• Central T.V. system

• All Elec:trfc

• Pellos

Luxury a1 It's Finest

1415 W. Freddy Gonzalez Edlnbu,a
383-8231

STUDENT RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS
AVAILABLE

The Minority Biomedical support Program (MBSP) Is cur
rently accepting applications to 1111 several undergraduate
research assistantships for biology, chemistry or psychology
research projects. Students participating on these projects
may earn a maximum of $1,500.00 for an academic year
and a maximum of $1,500.00 for a summer. Students in•
terested in these positions may obtain more information and
applications from Mrs. Emily Schultz, Secretary, MBS Program, between the hours of 8:00 • 11:00 a.m. and 1:00
-2:00 p.m. on MWF and 8 :00 • 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.
-1:30 p.m. on TTH in SB 136 (telephone 381-3167) or Dr.
N. L. Savage, MBS Program Director in SB 134 (telephone
381-3167).
Deadline for applications is Friday, September 22, 1978.

1
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America's largest Antenna Manufacturer

Factory-Direct TV Antenna Special Purchase!
Replace Your Worn-Out Antenna With an Archer®
In Time For New Fall Shows, Sports (and Cleaner FM, too)!

-seenas on
national

Fllll
Reg.
319 .

Value

.......

.......

Compares to
Antennas Costing 50% More

Signal splitter included
with antenna
purchase .
Separates
VHF / UHF/
FM signals.
One down1 ea d requir0d.

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

UHF/VHF/FM AMPLIFIED ANTENNA COUPLER
by Archer

300-OHM

Indoor amplifier/coupler drives any combination
of 4 TV /FM sets from one antenna. Isolation circuit
stops set interaction. Compact unit mounts easily
Iii."\ near any AC ou-t let. With connectors, mounting
. . _ . . _ - - - - - ~ hardware. instructions. For 120V AC.

•

REMOTE AUTOMATICby TIMER
Micronta®

Our Super Color Special VHF/ UHF/ FM antenna sharpens black and white.
makes color come alive. 60° wide-sweep captures all available signals on
every channel. Gold Alodized® finish protects against rust. Factory preassembled for easy snap-on installation . Made in the U.S.A. in one of Radio
Shack's own factories. 15- 1709

5295 ]

LOW-COST AUTOMATIC ANTENNA ROTATOR
Archerotor®-11 by Archer

75-OHM

27?.,~ 29'~
•

TV

For great TV or FM reception. Motor
turns antenna 360° in less than a
minute. For 120V AC. 15-1223

2O-GAUGE ROTATOR CABLE
LOW
AS

399

50-ft.. four leads.

15-1151

3"

100-ft., four leads.

15-1 152

6 99

3-FT. TRIPOD

VHF/ UHF ANTENNA CABLE

ANTENNA MOUNT

ggs

5-Ft. Mast
15-842 3"
10-Ft. Mast

LOW299
AS

15-843 6 79

Turn lights on automatically from bed
or chair. 10 to 60 minute auto-shutoff.
Easy installation. 63-634

Sturdy enough for high-wind areas!
Fits almost any roof slope. Preassembled for quick installation. 15-516

16-gauge steel masting holds antenna
firmly in place. Swaged end locks on
tubing. 1 ¼" diameter.

RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 20 ELECTRON/CS FACTORIES!

M A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SO-Ft. uble

15-1202 2"

100-Ft. uble
15-1203

50

22 -gauge copper cable has brown polythylene cover with blue polyfoam . For
strong-signal areas.
Most Items
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for this
sign in your
neighborhood

llad1e

lhaek
DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Students' Association Consumer Program
McALLEN APARTMENTS

The Pan American University Students' Association has initiated two programs that will
benefit the student as a consumer. The Students' Association Housing Guide provides information concerning apartment rental, rate and facility options. Through this publication, the
Students' ~soclatlon hopes to lessen the burden and expenses of apartment hunting. The
best places are listed as well as the best prices.
The Merchandising Discount Guide lists merchants that will offer a certain percentage discount to all Pan American University students with validated Identification carda in ex•
change for advertising.
These merchants volunteered their discount and services especlallv for the benefit of the
Pan American students.
This guide will be expanded and republished with renewals every year. We hope the
Students' Association has been of some service to you with this guide, even if it was Just to
save you a small dime. If you have any suggestions as to better this guide, please come by the
Pan American University Students' Association, (P.A.U.S .A.) office. The phone number Is
381•2661, and the room number is UC-314.

CASA COLONIAL - Robert
Vasquez, owner 1300 N. 15th,
686-6063

lbr/b-unfum-S160, 2br/b-furn-

S185, deposlt-$75, a/ c, carpet,
carport, garb. dlsp., lawn care, tenant pays fora/ con meter only,
restrictions: n pets, no children
CASA LINDA - Lasaro Fer•
nandez, mgr., 517 N. Main,
686-0291

lbr/b-furn-$160, deposlt-$75,
a/c, carpet, tenant pays for elec•
trlclty, restrictions: no pets, no
children

NORTH 12TH APTS.
ABBRVIATIONS FOR
HOUSING GUIDE

EDINBURG AREA

SAN CARLOS APT. - Mrs.

ALBERTO CHAPA APTS.
117 E. Van Week, no
phone

CASA MANANA APTS. Olivia Mireles, mgr.,
Closner, 383-9103

apts. . ... ...... .. apartments
furn . . . . . furnished apartments
unfum . unfurnished apartments
central alh .. central air and heat
a/c .... .. ... . .. air condition
garb. dlsp . . .. garbage disposal
lbr/b . .. . . . 1 bedroom/ 1 bath

820

McDonald, owner 1907
Charles Circle 383-4462
lbr/b-unfum-$159, deposit- I
month and last months' rent
plus one year lease, a/c, carpet, tenant pays electricity,
restrictions: no pets, no
children, married couples only

lbr/lb-fum-$180., with fan ,
lbr/lb-furn-$220., with ale. ,
no deposit, laundry room,
garb. disp. , linen service
weekly, lawn care, no other
bills. no restrictions

SANTA FE APTS -

CIELITO APTS. -John C.
Moss, mgr., 1026 S. 10th,

2br/l l/2b-unfum-$200, deposit-$50, central a/h, carpet,
lawn care cable T. V. efficiency, tenant pays electricity

383-7046
2br/lb-furn-$185. , deposit$75,central a / h , carpet, pool
carport, laundry, garb.disp.,
lawn care, tenant pays electricity, restrictions: no children

DIAMOND APTS. -911 S.
Closner, 383-9152
lbr/b-furn-$140, all other
bills paid for

EDINBURG
MANOR
APTS.
- 519 S. 4th, no phone

Consuelo Carrales, mgr., 223 E.
Parks, 383-1218

SHERWOOD APTS.
Bailey, mgr . ., 801
Grian, 383-3868

Green

these apts. , are based on your
income, but the lowest charge
is $108, lbr, with $91, deposit, and 2 hr/ lb-lowest
price is $120, with $101,
deposit, studio apts

STEPHENS APTS. - 1123
S. Closner 383-1814

central a/h, pool, carport,
garb. disp., lawn care, cable
T.V.

lbr/b-fum-$150, 2br/b- fum$175, deposit-$150, a/c, garage, tenant pays electricity,
restrictions: no pets, no drinking, no parties, 1 year lease

GREEN BRIAR VILLAGE
APTS. - 800 W. Fredy

UNIVERSITY MANOR
APTS. Emeel Hodge,

Gonzalez, 383-6781
lbr/b-furn-$175, 2br/ lbfurn-$190, 3br/ 2br-furn$225 & $250, deposit-$150,
& $200, centrala/ h , carport,
garb. disp., restrictions: one
bedroom, no children, no
pets, no parties

EL BOSQUE APTS.
Darlene Duncan, owner/mgr.
1809 W. Schunlor, 383-8382

mgr., 615 S. Sugar Rd. ,
383-0552
lbr/ b -furn - $210 , unfurn$175, 2br/ 2b- $280, unfum-$235, deposit-$100 per
person, central alh, carpet,
pool, laundry, garb.. dlsp. ,
lawn care, cable T .V. efficiency, tenant pays electricity,
restrictions: no pets, 6 month
lease
Mr. &
Mrs. John Vasos, owner 402
E. Schunior & Van Week
383-2353

Nicholas Palacios, mgr.
603-609 N. 12th, 383-4429
lbr/b-unfurn- $150,
pays electricity.

tenant

ORTIZ APTS. - J . C . Ortiz,
owner 409 S. 2nd, 383-5552
ale, grab. disp., lawn care, efficiency, no other bills. other
information given only · to
renter

PALACIO REAL APTS. Opal Browning, mgr. 1415
W. Freddy Gonzalez 3838231
lbr/ lb-unfurn-$175-$190,
2br/l l/2b-un-fum-$200 &
$210, 3br/2b-unfurn-$285,
deposit-$125, 2 & 3 bedroom, if student $75, central
a/h, carpet, pool, tennis
courts, laundry, lawn care,
restrictions: pets allowed
depending on size

PAN-A-VISTA APTS.

-

Engrid Bloom, mgr., 1605 W.
Kuhn 383-4476
2br/ lb-furn-$200, unfurn$175-$200, deposit-$100,
central alh, carpet, carport,
laundry, lawn care, optional
cable T.V. tenant pays electricity & gas, no restrictions

PAN AM APTS -

lbr/b-unfum-$160, & $175,
furn-$190 & $205, 2br/ 2bunfum-$210, & $220, fum$270-$280, deposlt-$100lbr, $150-2br, central a/ h ,
carpet, pool, carport, laundry, garb. dlsp. , lawn care,
kitchen, tenant pays electricity, restrictions: no pets, no
children-pending on age

Have special rates, deposit of
$50, a / c , carpet, lawn care,
tenant pays electricity, restrictions: no pets, no children,
couples preferred, not l1)pre
than 2 people, no parties

owner, 206 Motevldeo, 3836798
2br/lb-furn-$250, unfurn$225, central a/h, carpet,
pool, carport, garb. disp.,
lawn care, cable T.V. tenant
pays electricity, restrictions:
married students only

Arnulfo Martinez, mgr. , 1704
W. McIntyre, 383-6798
2br/b-unfum-$210, deposit$100, central a/ h, carpet,
carport, garb. disp., lawn
care, cable T .V . fully equipped with kitchen, tenant pays
electricity, restrictions: no
more than 4 persons, small
pets only

lbr/b-fum-$200, deposlt-$100,
central a/h, carport, lawn care,
all uttlltles are paid, restrictions;
no pets, no children

DESCANO GARDENS
Tamarack & 24th

I.A ESTANCIA APTS - Dr.
John Garcia, owner 808 S. 12th
686-2828

DO AL JO - Mrs. Pella, mgr. ,
410 N. Main 686-7678
2br/b-fum-about $210, carpet,
carport, laundry, cable T.V. tenant pays electricity only, restrlc•
lions; no pets, no children
John Duffey, mgr/ owner, 1600
Tamarack 682-6025
lbr/ b-furn -$203, 2br/ b-furn$250 2br1 '>-unfurn-$225-$260,
deposlt-$12:,-$150, central a/ h,
carpet, tennis courts, 5 pools, carport, laundry, garb. dlsp. , lawn
care, cable T.V., tenant pays
electricity, restrictions; no pets

EL CONQUISTADOR - Vicky
Vaught, mgr., 3101 N. 8 6820271

lbr/b-unfurn-$200, 2br/ 2b-unfum-$235, deposlt-$159, central
alh , carpet, carport, laundry,
garb. dlsp., lawn care, cableT.V.
tenant pays electrlclty, restrictions; no pets, no more than 2
children

lbr/b-fum-$140 and up, deposit-$100, fall , in summer,
deposit $50, central a / h,
carpet, lawn care, tenant pays
electricity, restrictions: adults
only, no pets, no children, no
more than 3 to an apt

FAIRWAY NORTH - Mrs.
Johnson, mgr., 700 Toronto

lbr/b-unfurn/ $190, 2br/b-fumS225, central a/ h, pool, carpet,
carport, laundry, garb. dlsp.,
lawn care, cable T.V., tenant
pays electricity, restrictions; no
pets, no children
FONTINA MANOR - Jimmy
Smith, mgr./owner 2216 N.
Broadway

lbr/ b-furn-$225, 2br/ b-furn$275, central a/ h, carpet, few
carports, laundry, garb. d!sp.,
lawn care, cable T.V., no other
bills, restrictions; no pets, no
children, one-year IUM

PIERCE 686-3523

221 S .

10th

lbr/ b-furn-$200, 2br/ b-furnS250-$300, No deposit
PREMIER LODGE - John
Bowers, owner 1000 Ash
686-9033

lbr/ b.furn-$190, deposlt-$50,
ale, carpet, carport, alundry,
lawn care, tenant has no otht ·
bills, restrictions; no pets, n
children
PRIMROSE -

1100 Shasta

2br/2b-unfurn-$310, deposit·
$100, a/c, pool, carpet, carport,
garb. dlsp., lawn care, cable
T.V., tenant pays electrldty,
restrictions; no pets, adults only
QUINCE AVE. APTS -1623
Quince Ave.
REDWOOD - John Flnnergy,
owner 1128 S. 4th
RIO BRAVO ESTOR - Lasaro
Fernandez, mgr., 517 N. Main,
686-0291

lbr/b-fum-$160, a/c, carptit,
garb. disp., lawn care, cable
T .V., tenant pays for water,
restrictions; no pets
ROYAL PALMS - Bill Bradfor l
2901 N. 10th 686-6565

lbr/ b-furn-$140, deposlt-$25,
a/c, carpet, lawn care, tenant
pays for electricity only, restrle•
tlons; no pets, no children

lbr/b-fum-$250, summer rate,
ale, pool, carpet, carport, laur •
dry, lawn care, maid service. ef
restrictions; no pets, no othc ·
bills. Thew are summer rates, f1 I
Is $300.

I.A PLAZA VILLA APTS - 808
Toronto 682-3521

SHAPE CENTER - Dann •
Castillo 801 Lindberg 682-3151

LA VISTA APTS -

lbr/b-furn-$190, 2br/ b-furr ··
$215, deposlt-$100, central a/I
carpet, pool, maid service, cab ,
T.V., (optional), complete healt 1
club, tenant pays electrlcl~,
restrictions; no pets, no partyln{ •
no children

EL CAMINO REAL APTS -

Regae 1801-1809 W .
Kuhn 383-4340

921 S. Closner, 383-9152

JACKSON SQUARE APTS Rose Vela, mgr., 700 Jackson,
682-9448

lbr/b-fum-$113, single rooms$65, laundry, T.V., pay no other
bills, restrictions; no pets, no
children, men only

lbr/b-furn- $140, deposit$50, a/ c , carpet, carport, tenant pays for gas, water, &
electricity, restrictions: no pets

RIO COURTS/DIAMOND
APTS. - Ray Walker, mgr.,

lbr/ b-unfurn-S 156, 2br/ b-unfurn-$178, deposlt-$100, central
a/ h, carpet, laundry, garb. disp.,
lawn care, tenant pays no other
bllls, restrictions; no pets

KENT APTS - Mr. & Mrs. John
Annerty, owners 920 S. 10th
687-6329

l br/b-unfurn-$330, 2br/ b-unfurn-$460-S475, 3br/ b-furn $600, central a/ h, carpet, carport, tennis courts, pool, laundry,
garb. disp., lawn care, 24-hour
security, sauna, tenant pays no
other bills, restrictions; no pets,
no children, one-year lease

VILLA PAN AMERICAN MONTEVIDEO GARDENS
APTS. - Arnulfo Martinez,

IVORY TERRACE - 2801
Maple 686-4561 government
subsidized

DATE PALM ROOMS &
APTS. - Frances Pella, mgr.,
321 N. Main, 686-9123

FAIRWAY - Mr. Hippen, mgr.,
600 Wichita Ave., 686-5352

2br/ b -unfurn-$160, central
a/ h, living room, carpet, carport, lawn care, tenant pays
electricity, restrictions: no
children, no students unless
married.

l br/ b-furn-$135, 2br/ b-furn$150. deposlt-$50, a/ c, laundry,
lawn care, cable T.V., tenant
pays for electricity, restrictions; no
pets, no children

lbr/b-furn -$160, 2br/ b-fum
-$285, deposit-$75, air-condition, carpet, laundry, tenant pays
for a/c meter only, restrictions;
no pets, no children

R & R -

Roland Ramirez,
owner/ mgr., 300 E. Champ ion 383-0113

1101

lbr/b-unfum-$230, 2br/ 2b-unfurn-$290, deposit-$125, central
a/ h, carpet, tennis courts, pool,
laundry, garb., dlsp., lawn care,
volleyball, pay no other bills,
restrictions; no pets, adults only,
six-month lease

E. K.

Taylor, mgr., 1616 W. McIntyre, 383-7905

VASOS APTS. -

lbr/b-furn-$240, lbr/b-unfum-$175, & $195, 2br/ 2bunfum-$225, & $240, 3br/
2b-unfum-$265, & $270, deposit-$75, per person, $100
couple, central a/h, carpet, 2
pools, tennis courts, 2 laundry
rooms, garb. disp. , lawn care,
barbecue pit, drapes, cable
T.V. tenant pays electricity,
restrictions: $100 deposit for
pet

CHARLENE AP'l'S. - Robert
Vasquez. owner 1400 Pecan,
686-6063

HIBISCUS ARMS Hibiscus 682-4396

Sharon
Hurt, owner 2401 La Vista
682-4539

lbr/ b-unfurn-$194, 2br/ b-unfum-$214, 3br/ 2b-unfurn-$234,
deposlt-$100, central a/ h, carpet, laundry, garb. dlsp., lawn
care, cable T.V., (optional). tenant pays no other bills, restrictions; no pets, one person or one
couple to one bedroom

McALLEN MANOR APTS Sharon Hurt, owner, 2215
Quince 682-5051

lbr/b-unfum-$187, 2br/ 1 l / 2bunfum-$213-3br/b-unfum-$231,
deposlt-$100, central a/ h, laundry, garb. dlsp., playground, full
efficiency, tenant pays no other
bills, restrictions; pet deposit re•
quired

TAMARACK APTS - Margan t
Brasher, mgr., 1901 N . 2nc ,:
682-7631
.

lbr/ b-unfurn-$185, 2br/ b-u1
fum-$240, deposlt-$150, centr
a/ h, pool, carpet, carport, law
dry, garb. dlsp., lawn can
dishwasher, tenant pays for e1e,
trlctty

;

I
•.
J
.i

UPTOWN - 682-2668

lbr/b-furn-$200, lbr/b-unfun
$170-$180, central a/ h, carpe
carport, laundry, garb. dlsp
lawn care, restrictions; n
children

1200

VILLA BONITA APTS - VI, ·
torlnlo Garcia 1100 Iris 682-5021

lbr/ b-unfurn-$185, 2br/b-unfurn-$210, 3br/b-unfurn-$285,
deposlt-$100, central a/ h , some
ale, carpet, 2 pools, carport,
laundry, garb. dlsp., lawn care,
cable T .V., tenant pays electrlclty.restrlctlons; no pets

2br/b-unfum-$185, deposlt-$50,
central a/h, carpet, some carports, laundry, lawn care, cable
T. V., tenant pays electricity on~ ,
restrictions; no pets, no chlldrer ,
no loud music

NOLANA APTS
'Nolana, 686-6312

-

VILLA CAPRI - Mr. How•J
mgr., 1309 S . 9th, 686-4401

PALM MANOR - Barbara Mer·
rill, mgr. , 2412 N. 10th ,
687-5382

1-2br/b-from $220 up to $285,
l -2br/b studlos-$250 and up
central a/ h, carpet, garb. dlsp .•
dlswasher, carport, laundry, lawn
care, pool, tennis ct. restrictions;
no pets
"PECAN ARMS·- Mary Brown,
mgr., owner, 1506 Pecan
682-8597

lbr/ b-furn-$145, 2br/ b-furn$200, deposlt-$75, ale, carpet,
some, tenant pays electricity &
gas, restrictions; no pets, no
children

lbr/ b-furn-$200, 2br/ b-fun •
$225, 3br/ 2b-unfurn-$270, cei •
tral a/ h, pool, carpet, carpor ,
laundry, garb. disp., lawn cai ,
cable T .V., tenant pays for ei. •
trlclty

VIRGINIAN APTS
Hal t
Shwery-owner 1400 N. 1611
682-2081

lbr/b-fum-$245, lbr/b-unfun •
$215. 2br/b-fum-$315, 2br/21 unfurn-$280, central a/ h, carpe.
carport, pool, laundry, garl
d!sp., dishwasher, lawn care. n,
other bills, restrictions; no pct
no children, only 2 people. 11'3 c
more persons, It Is $20 each

I

j

J
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PAUSA discount program applies only with validated Student Identification
AUTOMOBILE
MAINTENANCE,
PARTS, AND REPAIR
GABBERT AUTO - Gerald
Gabbert, mgr., 1013 W.
Hwy., McAllen

MINYARD AUTO SUPPLY
- 223 W. University, Edinburg

KPAIRS

Wholesale to everyone
HOFF AUTO PARTS 500 S. 10th St., McAllen
686-1533

~

®

NORTHSIDE AUTO Wayne Snider, mgr. , 3301 N.
10th St., McAllen 682-8381

bargain, discount with
whomever goes to talk
bualneaa

AAMATIC TRANSMIS·
SION - Zeke or Joe, mgr.,
616 S . 23rd St. , McAllen
682-1556

CANTU AUTO PARTS Mr. Cantu, mgr., 921 S. 23rd
St., McAllen

10% Discount on parts

25% to 45% discount
depending on the Item

BURTON'S AUTO SUPPLY - J. W. Miller, mgr.,
507 N. Case, Edinburg, 501
Hwy., McAllen

GUTIERREZ
AUTO
PARTS - Johnny Gutierrez
Jr ., mgr., 301 Edinburg,
(Elsa)

discount variea, but no discount on tools or equipment

10% discount

Wholesale

IMPORTED CAR CENTER
- Rich Egbert, mgr., 1911 N.
23rd St., McAllen

PHARR AUTO PARTS 211 N. Cage, Pharr 7879931

15% discount on all parts,
not on special order•

up to 40% discount depends
on Item or Item• purchased

MAREZ AUTO PARTS Angel Garza, mgr., 2201
Houston, McAllen 686-9535

PRONTO CAR WASH 501 W. University, Edinburg
383-9368

40% discount off list price

$1.25

CLOTHING

NORTH CAGE CLEANERS Mrs. Roberto
Ramirez, mgr ., 3117 N.
Cage, Pharr, 787-9045

DRY

10% discount

CLEANERS

CEDAR HOUSE - 1215 N.
10th, McAllen 682-4347

10% dlacount

LUIS ALBERT'S MEN'S
WEAR - Luis Albert, owner
120 S. Main, McAllen 6861501

PAYNE'S CLEANERS Marty Moore, mgr., 115 W.
Mahl, Edinburg 383-2472

10% discount

15% discount on regular
priced Item•

PRONTO CLEANERS 1220 W. University, Edinburg
383-5542

MEN'S WEAR INTERNALuis Albert,
TIONAL owner El Centro Mall, PharrMcAllen 787-7432

SQUIRE SHOP - Ernest
Jordan, mgr., 2024 N. 10th,
McAllen 682-2624

15% dfacount on regular
priced ltema

ltema

NEW DIMENSION - Paul
Posada, mrg., 423 S. Main,
McAllen 682-2467

10% discount with $5.00
purchase

15% discount except on sale

LA PERLA - 314 S. Main
McAllen 686-8495

20% - 30% off everything

I,. ~~,,
!:!

">--........,-f'-..

:;:;

1r-----1o.

:;::

~~ ~

I

PEPPERMINT PLAY-:):j
HOUSE - 417 N. 4th St.,::::
McAllen 687-1751
;:~

10% discount
THE YOUNG FASHION 2200 S. 10th McAllen
687-3521

10% discount

t,,,,,,,,,,,,,:<:"':'"""'' "' "'"' ' '":::.:,::,,,,,:,:,,:,:,:;:;:,:;,:s:,i
FOOTWEAR

~

0-

:)

CASA MENDIOLA Eliseo Mendiola, owner, 420
S. 17th McAllen 686-7182

LOLLIPOP TREE - 808 N.
10th McAllen , 686-8402

10% discount

20% discount
DINA'S KIDDIE SHOP 913 Conway, Mission,
585-2511

10% discount

BOOT JACK - Paul
Posada, mgr., 423 S. Main,
McAllen 682-2467
10% discount
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GOLF

!
FANORAMA ELECTRONICS - Juan Garica, mgr.,
2200 S . 10th McAllen, 6873572

30% discount regular priced
Items

OZlW

SOUND CENTERS OF
THE VALLEY David
Trevino, mgr ., 2200 S. 10th.,
La Plaza Mall 687-1181
500 N. Jackson, El Centro
Mall 787-1871

McALLEN RADIO - Joe
Ochoa, mgr., 410 S. Bradway, McAllen 682-2412

15% discount
equipment,

discount will vary on different Items

NEEDLECRAFTS

I

I

M~T

5% discount on regular prlc•
ed Items

25c per game discount

Je

RADIO, T.V., AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIP·

CENTRAL T.V. AND APPLIANCES - Tony Brunnemann , mgr ., 2114 N. 10th
McAllen 682-1495

TINY TEE - Brent Skinner,
owner Hwy, 107 · N. 10th,
Edinburg 383-8581

1

on stereo

10% discount on records
and tapes

im ..111111111111111111111111111111111111111111...... mmmm ...... m .. m .. m .. u.111111111111u111111111 ..111..111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u111..1111111111111111111111a
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NEEDLEPOINT ORIGI·
NALS 1631 N. 10th
McAllen 682-8791

7

l 0% discount August and
September only on physical
education clothing, (excluding shoes)
(._,

l1!
:;:
:-:

.1
In

I

McALLEN SHOOTERS
SUPPLY - Bob Smith mgr.,
903 Pecan, McAllen 687 3030

ARMORY SPORT SHOP
- Ricardo Ramirez, mgr.,
Main, McAllen

1IJ% di.count on euerythlng
except aale Items

m_.,k
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DIP AND DAB
Highland Park,
585-7742

.............................

VALLEY SPORTS CENTER - Steve mgr., 1151 S.
Main, McAllen 686-4262

CERAMICS, PAINTS AND
SUPPLIES

(on

. .... : : : : : : : : :

--~~-

:

10% discount
housegreen ware)

.

SPORTING GOODS

10% discount

CERAMIC C~TER - Lee
and Blanca Pinner, owners
1205 Pecan, McAllen 6828291

. .

WORMELDORF'S SPORT·
ING GOODS John

Wormeldorf, mgr., 408 S.
Main, McAllen 686-6751
1912 N. 10th McAllen
686-1051

GLICK TWINS Lieto
Villarreal, mgr., 419 W.
Hwy., Pharr 787-4291

20% di.count on athletic
equipment Dlacount &0111
ua,y on other merchandise

10% dlacount on everything
.- except aale Item•

10% discount

~

[:
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(
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omcE MACHINERY

ORIENTAL IMPORTS Nadine, owner 202 S. Aster,
Pharr 787-1507
10% discount

GIFTS AND A.OWERS

COFFMAN'S OFFICE MACH IN ES
506 S .
Nebraska,
San
Juan
787-3975
20% discount (cash only)

CAREY'S - Mrs. Carey,
owner 2200 S. 10th, McAllen
687-9371

10% discount
GABLE-PRINCE- - Mrs.
Madison , owner 609 Pecan,
McAllen 682-9371

10% discount
ODDS AND ENDS· Carmen Rodriguez, mgr., 907
Lindberg, McA !en 682-7572

10% discount

ENRIQUE
OFFICE
EQUIPMENT - 705 W.
Hwy, 83, McAllen 686-5577

12% discount,
machinery only

office

SOUTH TEXAS CALCU•
LATOR CO- 1013 Pecan,
McAllen 687-5371
20% discount

AND EQUIPMffiT
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CASTILLEJA

La Perla

AUTO PARTS &
SERVICE CENTER

The Family Discount
Store

806 W. Highway 83
San Juan, Texas
787-5962

women•men
boy• girl
baby

I
»

Brand name at prices that fit your
student budget

I

" Next to Dairy Queen"

»

We Handle:
GABRIEL
AC DELCO
CHAMPION

Weary &. tired of the same old clothesl
Why not start the new fall semester
with a new wardrobe from La Perla.

We also have a complete auto service
center, specializing in air condition, tuneups, maj or overhauls, brake jobs, chassis
work, and a speed shop.

314 S. Main
in the heart

Come by & See us for all your automotive
needs. PAU Students get a discount with a
validated Student ID.

of Downtown
McAllen

686-8495

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1978

l:at
aralture
ntal

2013 North 10th
McAllen, Texas

• 687-6247 •

120S Main. McAllen. Texas
I

•

t?

~

Students' Association

Menswear

381-2661

<.Jnterna,, ti o-nat
TUXEDO RENTALS
Tuxedo
Rental
----

--~ --

We welcome Pan Am

ELCENTOOMALL •

·H•■-

Students with a 15 ,i; dlKOunt on all

regular priced merchandise

--

-------- -----------

The Student Senate will meet Thursday September 14th in the
UC TV Lounge at 5:30 p.m. At this meeting, senators wil:
discuss issues that will be affecting you . If you want to becc:"1e
involved in providing changes, come by and offer your st·g • ~tlons.

,.
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Fajita Fanciers
An outdoor fajitas
babecue Wednesday,
sponsored by Lambda
Alpha Epsilon, gaue many
a chance to see how many
they could put down. At
left and right, eaters appear Intent on downing as
many as possible. Below,
another feigns death; obviously not knownlng his
I/mt. His more expelenced
friends around him, all
unidentified, enjoy the pantomime.

Staff Photo by RIGO ORDAZ

Production Cast Complete
The cast for the University
drama department's first
production , "Lu Ann
Hampton
Laverty
Oberlander ," has been
selected, according to director Marian Monta.
The play, one of three
that comprise Preston Jones'
"A Texas Trilogy," takes
place in the fictional West Te
xas town of Bradleyville between the years 1953
through 1973. Tracing the
effects of adolescence, marriage, motherhood, divorce,
alcoholism and an invalid
parent, the script provides a
tour de force for its title
character.
In the pivitol role of Lu
Ann. who is introduced to

Reading Improvement
Program Underway
Four new reading programs for students to take
as academic credit are
now underway.
Ron lannaorone,
reading specialist here
said last year's program,
situated in the Learning
Assistance Center complex ,
has
been
revamped. "This year it Is
an experiment With four
academic credit classes
being offered in reading
Improvement."
The program, with offices formerly situated in
the Learning Assistance
Center complex, was an
all-volunteer operation.
"We are still offering
reading improvement
sessions for those
students, faculty and
graduates who feel they
have problems in reading
or just want to improve
their reading skills," he
said.
The reading lab is open
Monday• Friday, 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in Art rooms
102 and 104. The only
time the lab will be closed
Is
Mondays,

Wednesdays,
and
Fridays, periods 2 and 6,
and Tuesdays and
Thursdays, periods 1 and
5.

Material covered in the
sessions
includes
vocabulary, comprehensive, and the study skills
--all categorized. New
students entering the program are required to take
an administered test.
Once a student scored on
this test, he or she is placed individually or in small
groups.
.
Instructing and supervising the reading lab are
Patricia Heller and Bobbie Petch, assisted by
Patty Gonzalez.
A volunteer speed
course will also be offered. Any one interested
in enrolling in these
classes should contact
Ron lannorone at
381-2628. "Everyone is
welcomed here," lannaorone said. "We are
here to help students Im·
prove their reading skills
so take advantage of it

ABC KIDDIE COLLEGE

the audience as a carefree
cheerleader in act I and ...
closes the play as a 37-yearold mother and family provider, will be Linda Noble.
As her vidowed mother,
Claudine, who has laid the
groundwork for Lu Ann's
development, is actress Kitty
Bodenhamer. Kent Smither
plays Skip Hampton, the
alcoholic brother, dismayed
and disappointed after his
return from the Korean War.
Harry Dancey plays 17
year old Billy Bob Wortman,
Lu Ann's high school beau
who returns as a minister In
the final act to reminisce with
his childhood sweetheart.
Lyn Cramer bursts In on the
third act a 1.u Ann's 17-year-

old spirited daughter, Charmaine. Steve Copold as
Dale Laverty and Mark Servis as Corky Oberlander play
Lu Ann's husbands, the first
marriage ending in divorce,
the second leaving Lu Ann a
widow.
Completing the talented
cast of young actors are
Ricky Salinas as Rufe, Mayo
Caceres as Olin, Keith
Bodenhamer as Red and
Rico Saldivar as Milo.
The "family" drama will
be presented for eight performances September 27-30
and October 4-7 in the
Studio Theatre here at Pan
American University. Reser·
vations may be made by calling
381-3581

re

UNIVERSITY
EVENTS CALENDAR.

-i:or the space below your teer

Sept. 14
W....t Uftl• c•ub 10:25-11:25
a.m.P£Compla
IK'• 10:S5 • ·•-·2 P••· Suck Bat.
PAUSA 5:SO- 7:SO p.a . TV i.-,...

Sept. 15
BSU 11:45-11:SO p.m. Cupe!

Sept.

16

.

Pa11h•ll•11•c 1 p.m. •9:45
p.m.ANoclatlon UCS05. SOSA S07,
S07A

-.-·=:,-,;
:: ·: •- --=
... .- --

Sept. 17
Paahellaealc
Ae1oclatlot1
12•5:SO o.m. ~ 5 . SOSA, S07.
307A
APO'a 6:S0-10 p.m. UCS05, SOSA
IK'• 6-•0 p.m. Ballroom
KD'• 6:S0-10 p.m. UCS05, SOSA

UC~ S ' - F•atenty 6:30 .9 p.m.
DZ 5-9 p.m. UCS07
DZ 5:9 p.m. UCS07
DZ Pledtle 7.9 P·"'· ~ 7 A
Phi Kappa Theta 6:S0-9 p.m.

:-....,

I,,
"".-,,,4"

--- ---

::-,...,,.
,,,.
~~-.::::::
...... - - - .~
" . -- ".-

- ----

ll'i,!:ellenlc Council 12-t p.m.
UCS05,S05A,S07,S07A

19

Sept.

~
......

~
1• ;:1 .
~,,

18

Sept.

►'

APO •o:25-11:S5 •·• UC305
10:S0-11:S0 a.m.
UCS05A
V•I'• 10:25•11:SS a.m. UCS06.

•••••••rolty

S06A

El So• •0:25-11:SS a.m. UCS07.

S07A

The Shoes Sportique selection is ideally suited for college. Shown
above are "Hi There's," "Get There's," "Get Up's" • "Hi-Up's" &
"Rush." Hurry for best size selection.

LITTLE TOTS
NURSERY
&. PRE-SCHOOL

NURSERY ANO OAY CARE
BY CORNER OF FREDDY GONZALEZ & SUGAR RO.

"We Love Children"

EDINBURG. TEXAS

HOT BALANCED MEALS
STATE LICENSED
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
PETE ANO FRANCINE BONO
OWNERS

AGES OTO 9 YEARS

512/383-a522
5121682~25

HOURS 6:30 A.M.·6 P.M.
383-82.21 •

204 E. Stubbs
Edinburg

b

~ 2110McAllen,
North,... Sltoppi• C..tw ·•
Texas 682-7151
LIIIII __,

IP1ruIID
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Rain Hampers Whitewing Hunters
Rounds of gunshot rang across the Valley as hunters gave it their best shot in order
to capture some flying whitewings. Many of the birds seemed lo have outlasted the trigger happy shooters for at least another.
The weather was on the side of the' birds as ii continualy driuled throughout both
weekends of hunting. Tired, shoulders bruised and sore, but mostly wet, some hunters
tried forgetting about this season with hopes of a better year coming.
Ten whitewings was the limit of birds, but number 10 was not lucky for hunters. Hurricane Anita hampered bird production last year, but rain and a tropical disturbance in
the Gulf affected this year's hunting.
Although a few Pan Am students bagged their limit and showed the older veterans
how to do it, 1-5 was about the average of oirds shot. If a meal was planned around
whitewings, may families had to settle for potluck.
Some hunters decided to stay home and watch the world champion Dallas Cowboys
rack up another win and with the poor hunting going on, it did not sound like a bad
idea after all.

◄
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HecordlJroken
WHAT A RUNNER

Spotlight

Juan Garza·shows form he used
to Saddle Mountain record.
Staff Photo
by RIGO ORDAZ AND
JORGE VILLARREAL

WHITEWING WERE HERE There were some Pan Am students who out shoot many veteran
hunters the past two weekends. Staff Photo by JORGE VILLARREAL

(
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PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Women's Volleyball
1978

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Try'em - You'll love em.

For fcuter service
call order In.

McAllen:
Corner of 23rd & P~n

682-3176

By constantly training ten miles a day, marathon man
Juan Garza shattered the long standing Saddle Mountain
record In Monterrey, Mexico. Garza covered the uphill
battle In two minutes and 51 seconds becoming the first
American to break the record set by a mexlcan In four and
one half hours.
According to Garza, few Americans have tried this
steep battle, but the time was never bettered.
The mountain is steep; It has a 35 to 40 degree angle
going up the hill. With the altitude being 7000 feet, Garza
stated, "It was kinda hard to breathe."
Going up the hill was considered tough, but Garza admitted, "It was harder running down because I had to
hold myself back." Besides this, he and to run on a small
path with the threat of anlmals coming out at anytime.
"I'm glad nothing came out," said Garza.
Nobody could accompany him since there was no
room for viewers. To also hamper Garza, there was no
water expect for some at the top of the mountain. To get
some refreshment, Garza came up the day before to look
over the course and place water bottles for himself.
Another worry was the fact Garza could possibly get
lost. Along the way, he noticed some campers and Garza
admits they he was wlerd.
Garza works for the HEP Program and is also a dorm
counselor. Sponsoring him ws the Southwest Texas
Mountaineer Club, with headquarters located in McAllen.
In 18 years of running, Garza said he lives by one mot•
to; "Run to win, never settle for second." By breaking his
record, he received a pendant to add to his collection of

Sept. 12
Sept. 22
Tri-Meet at Wharton County Junior College
Tri-Meet at Texas A&l University
Wharton, Texas
Kingsville, Texas
5 30 P.M.
Wharton vs. Pan Am
3:30 P.M. Southwestern vs. Pan Am
6 30 P.M.
4:30 P.M. Southwestern vs. Texas A&I
Houston vs. Pan Am
7 30 P.M.
Houston vs. Wharton
5:30 P.M. Texas A&I vs. Pan Am
SEPT. 25
SEPT. 15
TRI-MEET AT PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY TRI-MEET AT PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TEXAS
EDINBURG, TEXAS
1.W.C. VS. PAN AM
6:30 P.M. WHARTON VS. PAN AM
2:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M. Wharton vs. Texas A&I
3:00 P.M.
1.W.C. vs. Texas A&I
8:30 P.M. TEXAS A&I VS PAN AM
4:00 P.M.
Texas A&I vs. Pan Am
Sept. 18
Sept. 27
Tri-Meet at Texas A&I University
Tri-Meet at Our Lady of the Lake College
Kingsville, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
6:00 P.M.
5:30 P.M. Schreiner vs. Pan Am
Trinity vs. Pan Am
7:00 P.M.
Trinity vs. Texas A&I
6:30 P.M. Lady Lake vs. Pan Am
8:00 P.M. 300 trophies.
7:30 P.M. Schreiner vs Lady Lake
Pan Am vs. Texas A&I

ANO
HWY. 83 AT 12TH -ST.

687-8269

SPOTBURGER

Edinburg:
Across from PAU

383-0725
Mission:
Hwy. 83 & Bryan Rd.

585-4545

Opening Soon
In Harlingen

We still believe In old fashioned prices
and quality service. Once you've tasted
our hamburgers and fries, you7/ agree.
Call In your orders at:

9:00 · 9:30 p.m.

DINING
IN A SOUTH

383-9093
319 E. Cano
Edinburg

ATMOSPHERE

383-8361

.1012 S. Closner
Edinburg, Texas

Also Drive Up Window For
Fast Go Orders

One of Garza's supporters, a McAllen doctor
Dr. Rivas, expressed
satisfaction about the record.
The doctor usually runs with
Garza; but he runs for
pleasure while Garza Is quite
more serious.
"It's quite an accomplishment because It is now an international record," replied
Rivas.
Garza added, "I'm glad an
American set the record and
shattered the old one."
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Beaudry Runs In
Senior Olympics
At 60, most people would not give running in competition a though, but for Charles E.
Beaudry, the thrill of competion still exists.
By this token, Beaudry has been invited to run In the Senior Olympics to compete with over
1,000 athletes, all over 55. From this group, national champions, assorted grandfathers and
veteran runners will gather in Springfield, Ill. Sept. 15-17.
The lone Valley entry, Beaudry plans to enter in the 100 yard dash, his specialty. At ages 30
and 40, he ran the century in AAU age records of 9.4 and 9.6 respectively. Even at 60, Beaudry
still finishes the 100 in a strong 11 seconds flat.
However, the 100 is not his only event. Beaudry also competes in several _o thers.
Running since 1923,
when he was in first grade,
Beaudry has collected 76
medals in Masters meets.
seventy-two of those medals
were gold; three silver; and
the last bronze.
One factor that has helped
him is his own 300 meter
track at his home. It has
been there for 25 years.
The seasoned veteran has
written several articles for
magazines. And he still remains active by helping the
Edinburg track team.
"In Masters competition,
we work harder each year,
but do poorer and success is
measured by doing as well
this year as we did last," he
commented.
On one of his greatest
days, Beaudry won 10 gold
medals in the International
Marathon Games in Quebec
City. Two of his victories tied
world records. Those events
were the 100 yard dash and
60 yard hurdles.
With the top older athletes
gathering for this event,
Beaudry admitted, "We all
go up there to win, but only
one does."

Hard Schedule
This Season
One of the most ambitious basketball schedules in the
University's 52-year history will begin Nov. 28 at home
the roundballers taking on the Hawaii Rainbows. Hawaii
travels to South Texas for their first visit. Not only do the
Rainbows come the Valley, but the SWC Tourney
Champs, Houston Cougars, visit the Field House for an
important basketball tilt.
This year's schedule takes the Broncs to five areas
around the Southwest. Wichita State, Nevada-Reno and
the University of Georgia join the schedule as new opponent. With these new aquisitions Athletic Director and
head basketball coach Bill White has put 14 road games
on the ducat in contrast to 12 home games.
Many of Pan Am's toughest tests will come on the
road. Only Lamar, Air Force, Hardin-Simmons, North
Texas State and Wisconsin-Milwaukee have home and
home series with the Broncs.
The roundballers will be hard pressed to repeat the
22-4 season of last since White lost four starters. Among
the nation's 242 major colleges and universities last year,
the high scoring Broncs averaged 95. 7 points per game.
This total ranked second only to the University of New
Mexico.
The young team opens workouts officially Oct. 15.

DATE

PLACE

With the McAllen chess and the University Center Program Council joining forces, this year's Texas Open will
have the richest pot ever. Not only will this be the
tourney's largest sum, but it will the Valley's biggest chess
event.
Steve Alden, president of the McAllen Chess Club and
a Pan Am student, arranged the co-sponorship with the
director of U.C.P.C.
The $1500 event will take place Nov. 25-26 at the
University Ballroom . For the first time, the Texas Open
will be held south of Corpus Christi.
Around 100 entries will vie for the $300 first prize with
many of the top players coming from Texas and Mexico.
There will be 12 cash prizes plus 11 trophies awarded
to the top collegiate, high school and junior high
members.
Preceding the Texas open, Pan Am will hold a tournament with the top five finishers getting $15 for their entry
fee to the Texas Open
For refreshments, the Echo Motor Hotel will provide a
poolside party for players on Nov. 24.

and to allow new members
to join the group.
Interested people who
cannot make the meeting
are asked to pick up an application at Dr. Layne
Jorgensen's office, located
in the Physical Education
Complex in room 108.

Ladies' Softball . ...
The women's volleyball team provided this academic
year's first athletic competition at PAU.
Kelly Bass will coach the volleyball team in a tri-meet
starti!)g al 6:30 p.m. Friday in the PAU Field House. Pan
Am will meet Incarnate Word College (San Antonio) at
6:30 and Texas A&I at 8:30. In between at 7:30 the
two visiting teams will compete.
'
'
Pan Am opened its schedule Tuesday with a tri-meet
against the U. of Houston and Wharton College at Wharton. Scores were not available at press time.

Bronc
Notes & Quotes
Why did Coach White, in his dual capacity as athletic
director, upgrade the schedule so dangerously? Why did
he schedule 14 road games, versus 12 home? And why
pick up teams like Georgia, Wichita State, Nevada-Reno
and Oklahoma State, all of which are extremely tough to
beat on their home courts--where PAU plays them?
The answers are based upon what happened to the
Broncs in the past. First under Coach Abe Lemons, then
under Coach White, the Broncs managed to win 20
games as an NCAA major independent, only to be ignored by the NCAA and National Invitation Tournament
selection committees.
Rightly or wrongly, the basketball politicians, who pick
the playoff teams, blamed Pan Am's schedule for not inviting the Broncs.
So White has upgraded the schedule for the third
straight year. He risks losing more games, at the probable
gain of enhancing Pan American University's national
reputation. It's a calculated risk.
The tough-schedule gamble depends upon how well
the rebuilding Broncs rise to the challenge. Just three
men return from the 22-4 team. They are 6-7 Danny
Salisbery, 6-7 Rex Spain and 6-4 Jim Ed Holland.
Ten newcomers, all juniors who have junior-college experience, will carry the load of trying to live up to that
challenging schedule. They are 6-7 Stanley Lett, 6-6 Sam
Scott, 6-6 Denzll Dean, 6-5 Larry Corbin, 6-4 Donald
Knight, 6 -4 Ron Jones, 6-3 Donny Thompson, 6-2 Billy
Bailey, 6-2 Jeff Smallwood and 5-11 Matt Sites.
It won't be long until they write a new chapter in PAU's
basketball history.

L

SCHOOL

TexasOpen Has
Largest Purse

Weightlifters organize

(
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NOV. 28 ............. UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII ............. EDINBURG, TEXAS
Dec. 1 ................ University of Nevada--Reno .. , ............. Reno, Nevada
Dec. 5 .............. Oklahoma State University . . . . . . . . . . ... Stillwater, Oklahoma
Dec. 9 . . . . . . . . . . OKLAHOMA A&S UNIVERSITY ........... EDINBURG, TEXAS
Dec. 15 .................... Bonnet Classic .................... Houston, Texas
(Houston, Rice, Southwestern Louisiana)
Dec. 16 ... ......... ....... Bluebonnet classic ................... Houston, Texas
(Houston, Rice, Southwestern Louisiana)
DEC. 20 ............ UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON .... . ....... EDINBURG, TEXAS
DEC. 23 ............... LAMAR UNIVERSITY ............... EDINBURG, TEXAS
Dec. 27 .................. University of Georgia ..... , ............ Athens, Georgia
Dec. 30 ............ ..... Wichita State University ................. Wichita, Kansas
JAN. 3 ... . ....... MCNEESE STATE UNIVERSITY ........... EDINBURG, TEXAS
Jan. 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lamar University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beaumont, Texas
Jan. 13 ............ Arkansas State University ............ State University, Arkansas
Jan. 15 ............. U. of Wisconsin--Milwaukee ............. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Jan. 20 .... . ........ U. of Southwestern Louisiana ............. Lafayette, Louisiana
JAN. 27 .. .. ...... HARDIN-SIMMONS UNIVERSITY .......... EDINBURG, TEXAS
JAN. 29 .. . ....... U. OF WISCONSIN--MILWAUKEE ..... ..... EDINBURG, TEXAS
FEB. 3 ............. U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ....... ...... EDINBURG, TEXAS
FEB. 5 ............ TEXAS LUTHERAN COLLEGE ..... . ...... EDINBURG, TEXAS
Feb. 10 ...... . ......... North Texas State University ................ Denton , Texas
FEB. 13 ............. ST. MARY'S UNIVERSITY ............. EDINBURG, TEXAS
Feb. 17 ........... U.S. Air Force Academy ........... Air Force Academy, Colorado
Feb. 19 ... .. ............ University of Denver ... . ............. Denver, Colorado
FEB. 22 . . . . . . ......... TRINITY (TEXAS) . ............ ... EDINBURG, TEXAS
Feb. 24 ....... .. ....... Hardin-Simmons University ................ Abilene, Texas
FEB. 26 ... . ..... NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY ......... EDINBURG, TEXAS
• (HOME GAMES at 8 p.m., PAU Field House)

NewClub
Strong people of Pan
American are asked to attend the first Weightlifting
Club meeting Sept. 14 during activity period in room
112.
Purpose is to discuss and
organize the club and its activities for the fall semester,

EDINBURG. TEXAS PAGE
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
1978-79

RUSSELL'S
OFF TO SENIOR OLYMPICS Charles Beaudry, trench
teacher, plans to run this big event Sept. 15-17 in
Springfield, Ill.

Order your personalized
college ring t oday.

T & G Enterprises
2201 N. 10th
McAllen, Texas

J

383-2051

Staff Photo by RIGO ORDAZ

Attention
Athletes

All Sports
Every Position

702 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas

RACQUETBALL RACQUETS
Seamco

Reg.

Scorpion

33.00
25.00
20.00
36.00

Blue Streak II
Blue Streak
Pro Star

24.95
18.95
16.95
29.95

FREE! One $3.25 can of Seamcobafls with
purchase of Seamco racquet. We also
have eye guards, sweat bands, gloves, etc.

687-5442
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The PAU Young Democrats will hold an organizational
meeting today during activity period.
The club's primary obiectlves will be to work with John
HIii, Democratic candidate for governor, and Bob
Kreuger, Democratic candidate for the U.S. senate, In
thelr campaigns and other local races the club wants to be
Involved in
The meeting will be held In the LA room 115 at 10:30
a.m., according to Leslie Anne Gower, club president.

The Honorary Pre-Medical/Bio-Medical Society will
meet today during activity period in SB 118. The dean of
admissions for Baylor College of Medicine in Houston will
discuss medical school admission requirements and present a slide program of facllitles at Baylor Medical School.
All members and interested individuals are urged to attend.

An executive meeting of the Cooperative Education
club will be held today during activity period in room UC
116. The meeting is open to all persons Interested In join•
Ing the new club.
More information about the Cooperative Education
organization may be obtained by contacting Sylvia
Espinoza, assistant, 381-2781.

Club Elects Officers
The United Social Workers have elected officers for the
fall semester
Elected at the Sept. 12 meeting were: Noe Ramirez,
president; Della Sanchez, vice president; Maria Gonzalez,
secretary; Eddie Mendoza, treasurer; Roberto Caballero,
parliamentarian.
Newly-elected officers and d ub members extended to
IOCial work students an Invitation to attend a Sept. 19
meeting, activity period In LA 105.

Club Reorganizes
A reorganlzatlonal meeting of the Press Club, a student
organization here, was held recently, and new officers
were elected.
Elected were: Rigo Ordaz, president; Juan Castillo,
vice president, Leticia Diaz, secretary-treasurer; and
Rudy Juarez, reporter.
Another meeting of the club will be held Sept. 21 In
Emllia Hall room 100 during activity period .
"Anyone Interested In Joining the club Is welcome to attend," said Ordaz.
Club fees and projects will be discussed.

Thomas Named
Council Coordinator
Debra Thomas, an honor graduate with a BA degree In
drama, has been appointed coordinator of student activities and the University Center.
While a student she was actively Involved with the .
Unlveristy Center Program and the University Theater,
and also toured with the College of Santa Fe Bilingual
Mobile Theatre.
·
After graduating, Thomas Joined the First Professional
Spanish Theatre of the Southwest in Houston Before
jOining the staff of the University Center, Thomas was
employed as a recreation supervisor with the Edinburg
Parks and Recreation Department.
Thomas Is also a member of Alpha Psi Omega and was
appointed to Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges in May 1976.

Articles Stashed Away
There's a wealth of lost and found articles stashed away
In the storage room of the Traffic and Secunty Department.
Items Include watches, keys, I.D. cards, credit cards,
prescription glasses, sunglasses, and checkbooks.
Students who have lost anything during the past
academic year are advised to come by Traffic and Security, located In the Physical Plant building, west of Sugar
Rd.

Senior Served As
Missionary
Cynthia Valdez, an Edinburg senior, was chosen by the
Texas Baptist Sunday School division as one of 26 college students who served as missionaries this summer.
Miss Valdez served as "invincible" for the Baptist
General Convention of Texas. She aided Southern Baptist churches with vacation Bible and Sunday schools,
youth summer Bible studies and other ministries.
The elementary education major is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Guadalupe Valdez of Edinburg.

Controversy Over Money Is Said Over
Controversy Is over between officials here and State
Comptroller Bob Bullock
over the comptroller's announced
distribution
method of $576.5 million In
state ad valorem tax money
to 17 universities, Dr. Robert
Crane, vice president for
business affairs, told The
Pan American recently.
"The ordeal of the allocated funds Is over, and
there Is no further controversy," Crane told sta.ff reporter
Leticia Diaz.
Funds for the universities
cannot be received, Crane
added, until a suit filed by
State Rep. Wayne Peveto of
Orange has been cleared In
court. The suit challenges
the legality of the special ad
valorem tax which gives the
17 universities 10 cents for
each $100 of assessed pro•
perty.
The money can be used
only for new construc,llon
and debt servicing. Officials
here believe Pan American
Is being short changed near•
ly $30 million by virtue of

Ask Pete
Dear Pete,
What ls "Ask Pete" and
who a. tt for?
B e wilde re d
In
Browns ville

Dear Bewildered,
"Ask Pete" Is a column
that provides answers to
questions asked by PAU
students about their
academic or personal lives.
The column Is designed to
offer Information, sugges•
tlons or alternatives to stu
dent concerns.
Dear Pete,
Who a. Pete?
Just-Wantecl•To•Know

Dear Just-Wanted-ToKnow,
"Pete" is the combined
talents of the PAU Counsel•
Ing Center Staff and the Information and resources
they have access to.
Dear Pete,
How do I get to ask
Pete about the problems
that c oncern me?
Lost In Lyford

Dear Lost,
if you have a question
about your academic pro•
gram or about any problem
in your personal life, simply·
drop your question in one of
the two locations provided.
The locations are·
(1) The Newspaper Office
at Emilia Hall room 100
(2) The Counseling
Center Office In Building G
De ar Pe te,
How will I know whe n
Pete la an1wertng my
question?
Confuaed

Dear Confused,
You need not sign your
own name. but you should
use a name you can
recognize when looking for a
responce All questions will
be handled only by Couse!•
Ing Professionals who will
protect the anonymity of the
questioner.
Dear Pete,
How aoon can I expect
a reaponce to my quea•
tlon?
Waiting In Wealaco

Dear Waiting
Questions will be picked
up each Wednesday and
answers will appear the
following week. provided
space Is available. If your
question Is not answered In
the paper you can contact
one of the counselors
privately at 381 3121
Dear Pete,
What kinda of problem• or IHuea.wlll "Ask
Pete" deal with?
Wondering

Dear Wontlenng,
"Ask Pete·· will deal with
any or all kinds of concerns
such as· family. relation ships. se><. health. financial
etc.
Please wnte and look for
"Ask Pete" ne><t week

Bullock's revised method of
allocating the funds for the
10-year period beginning in
1978.
Dr. Crane, said the constitutional a mendment,
originally adopted In 1947
and amended In 1956 and
1%5, dlrects the comp·
troller to allocate funds to
the various institutions on a
90/10 basis.
This formula outlines that
90 per cent of funds allocated shall be based on pro•
jected enrollment Increases
published by the Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System
and that 10 per cent of the
allocation shall be based on
the number of additional
square feet needed In
educational and general
facilities
Dr. Crane maintains
Bullock has not used this formula and has devised one of
his own which Is unconstitutional
John Hill, attorney general and now the Democratic
nominee for governor,
Issued a legal opinion at the
request of Bullock and Dr.
Kenneth Ashworth, comml56loner for higher education In Texas.
In a two sentence summary, Hill wrote:
"Only those institutions of
higher education (17) designated by name in article
7, section 17 (constitutional
amendment) are eligible to
receive funds . . . and the
comptroller may not vary
the 1978 allocation formula
from the 90 per cent enrollment . 10 per cent square
footage basis used In 1966."
The Issue beame public
early this summer In Corpus
Christi at the three-day
meeting of the Texas Asocation of State Senior College
and University Business Of.

flcers, of which Dr. Crane Is
a member
A public debate on the
Issue Involved as the vice
president questioned the enrollment figures utilized by
the comptroller in making
the allocations.
Dr. Crane maintains
Bullock's distribution plan
has many holes in it, mainly
because It doesn't allocate
on the 90 percent basis since
Incorrect enrollment figures
were used. Dr. Crane said
that Bullock used 1977
enrollment figures when In
actuality September, 1978
enrollment totals were spe•
cifled in the constitutional
amendment and attorney
general's opinion.
Other points of contention
In Bullock's formula Include
the fact the comptroller proposes that no school will re•
celve more than three times
of less than one-third the
share of ad valorem tax
money received during the
past 12-year period.
Crane pointed out the
constitution does not place
limits on the allocations.
"Bullock figured out how
many square feet a school
could build with Its 10 per
cent allocation and then adjusted the 90 per cent allocation so that all schools will
have the same amount of
square footage per student
In 1987," Dr. Crane said.
Dr. Crane estimates that
Bullock's data errors In
enrollment figures will cost
East Texas State University
an additional $5.8 million;
Southwest Texas State, $2
million; North Texas State,
$5.4 million; and Texas
Women's University, $5.8
million.
On the other hand, the
data errors will give Stephen
F. Austin Univerlsty and
Sam Houston State Univer-

...

slty an additional $4.8
million and $3 6 million,
respectively, he estimated
Under the p r oposed
allocations released by
Bullock's office, Pan
American would receive
$48.2 million as compared
to $77.9 million as deter•
mined by previous allocation
methods stipulated in the
constitution. This amounts
to a $29.6 million difference.
Pan Am joins eight other
universities which will
receive less money. Among
this group, East Texas State
went from 21 9 million to
10.8 million• a $11 million
difference and Texas A&I,
$9.9 million lo $6.2 million,
a difference of $3 7 million
On the other side of the
ledger, eight other schools
are scheduled to receive
morefunds, including Lamar
University, $11 million to
$26. 7 million, an increase of
$15.6 million.

Dr. Crane pointed out
that If correct enrollment
figures (September, 1978)
are used, Pan Am will lose
another $1 million In money
under Bullock's plan, but the
school Is willing to gamble
this $1 million in hopes that
Bullock will junk his allocation plan and use the constitution guidelines for a
revised allocation plan.
If Bullock refuses, the
courts could be the answer
to Pan Am's dilemma.
Bullock has said that
funds will not be distributed
to the schools until the court
case Is settled. here again
there Is disagree ment. Dr.
Crane said Bullock does not
have the legal authority to
Impound the ad valorem tax
funds.
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Kappa Delta Pi To Plan
10th Anniversary

Kappa Delta Pi, Lambda Psi chapter, an honor society
in education, will hold a Saturday breakfast meeting in
the ballroom here.
"All members are asked to attend in order that constitutional changes be made and activities planned for the
celebration of the 10th anniversary of the local chapter,"
said Kathy Waggerman, president.

Tower To Speak
Jean Tower, daughter of U.S. Sen. John Tower
(R-Tex.), will hold a press conference here Friday at 10
a.m. in the LA faculty lounge, third floor.
Tower is seeking reelection In a campaign bid against
U.S. Rep. Bob Krueger.
Jean Tower will also be at a Young Texans for Tower
membership booth at 9 a.m. In front of the LA bulding.
The club will meet Sept. 26 during activity period In the
third floor of the University Center.

More ISA Participation
Planned
The International Students Association will hold its first
meeting of the year on Sept. 21 in the Liberal Arts
building, room 106. Alda Llzcano, ISA spokeswoman,
indicated more activities are planned this year that will require more participation from foreign, as well as
American students. Everyone Is welcomed, she said.

Democrats Meet Today
The Young democrats will meet today to plan for upcoming campaigns of John Hill and Bob Krueger. The
meeting will be held in the Liberal Arts building, room
115 during activity period. Leslie Gower, spokesperson
for the group, said interested persons are invited to attend.
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Checks Will Be Disbursed
The financial aid office will disburse grants,
loans and scholarships Sept. 25-26, from 8 a.m. to
4p.m.
On Sept. 25, students whose last names begin
with M·Z, and on Sept. 26, students whose last
names begins with A·L, will be 1..ued the balance
of funds due from the financial aid office.
Disbursements will be made at the Ballroom.
Students enrolled only for night cla..es and who
are employed full-time furlng the day, will be able
to sign necessary documents and pick up their
checks Sept. 25 from 5:45 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. In the
Ballroom.
Before receiving checks, student must present a
form•of ldentlflcatlon••elther a driver's license or
University 1.D. card.
After signing appropriate documents, a check
release slip wlll be Issued.

The check release slip ls then presented to
Buslne.. Office cashlers••also In the Ballroom•••
who will issue the checks to students.
Studenta who fall to pick up thela checks
September 25-26, may go to the flnanclai aid of•
flee, UC 108, Sept. 28, 8 a.m. -11:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. -4 p.m. to sign the necessary
documents. Checks can then be picked up at Of.
flee Building A during office hours.
Students wlll not be able to sign documents or
pick up checks for others, according to office of•
flclals.
No exceptions wlll be made.
Before disbursements can be made to Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant recipient•,
students must have a Student Ellglblllty Report
(SER) on flle at the financial aid office.

Over 150NuevoLeon 8-tuden-ts
To Visit As Part Of Exchange

Ninety-eight A students in
business from the University
of Nuevo Leon at Monterrey
-- 50 of them women -- will
come to Pan Am to Visit the
School of Business along
with 20 soccer players, four
tennis players, 28 student
directors and seven faculty
members.
Dr. Tony Ortega, assoelate dean of the School of
Business, is arranging t he
exchange and looking for
hosts for the visitors.
The students from Mexico
will arrive here at 2 p.m.
Sept. 25 and will have a light
lunch at the Ballroom and be
welcomed to Pan Am. At
this time guests will be matched with their hosts.
"We want the students
from Mexico to get a taste ofwhat it would be like to be a
Pan American student,"
Ortega said.

The students who are
hosts for the UNL students
wlll be Invited to Monterrey
during the spring semester,
Ortega said.
The 98 business students
and the 28 directors are all A
.--------

students and were selected
for the exchange because of
their grades. The athletes
will compete with Pan Am
players during the visit.
The visitors will return to
Monterrey Sept. 27 at the

conclusion of their visit,
Ortega said.

Pan American student Interested in being a host for
any of the visitors should call
Ortega at 381-3311.
f h
"Help!" cried Tony Ortega, associate dean o t e
School of Business Administration who Is making arrangements for the Sept. 25-27 visit of approximately
160 students from the University of Nuevo Leon at
Monterrey.
Ortega needs help because each of the students -- 50 of
them women •- will stay with a Pan American student If
he ls successful In finding this many hosts.
Any student of Pan American, whether he lives at
home, ln an apartment or a dorm, may be a host. Those
willing to take this responsibillty, according to Ortega, will
have to furnish the visitor dinner, a place to sleep and
eIDg . OUg
breakfast Sept. 25 and 26.
The pay-off is that the Pan American hosts will be lnvlted to Monterrey during the spring semester and will get
recipvocal treatment from hosts ln that city.
Any student who will be a host for one of the students
' \ from Mexico should call Ortega at the School of Business,
...._______
381-3311.

I

Hosts For
Students
B •

S

ht

Baha'i Club to Meet
The Baha'i Club PAU will hold the first in a series of
public meetings, Oct. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in room 307 of the
Student Center.
Series title is "The Intellect: The Supreme Gift of God
to Man." The material for the discussion will come
primarily from the writings of the Baha'i Faith.
Baha'is feel group consultation is one of the best ways
to find the truth of any matter, or to come closer to the
truth, according to a spokesperson.

IK's Hold Smoker
The Intercollegiate Knights and the Ladies of Camelot
held a smoker Sunday at the ballroom. A smoker is a formal meeting with members of the fraternity and students
interested in learning about the organization. Special
guest speaker was Dr. Gilberto de los Santos, dean of
students. Fraternity duke, Bill Gonzalez, said he was very
impressed with the tum out. Those unable to attend and
would like more information on the Intercollegiate
Knights, should call Jorge Saenz, 381-0721.

Showgoers Get Discount
A special price will be in effect for students with I.D.'s
who attend the Confederate Air Show in Harlingen, Oct.
6, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., according to Bob Webber of
the Confederate Air Force In Harlingen.
The air show will be held Oct. 6-8. On "College Day,"
PAU students will be admitted to the showgrounds for 25
cents. Regular admission price wll be $6.

September Snowl
Operations at the University's cooling plant ap·
parently hit a snag Tuesday, sending a steady

Staff Photo by RIGO ORDAZ

stream of soap bubbles through the alr--a sight
strongly resembling snow fall.

I
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Coop Studen ts
F or1n Council
Five former cooperative
education students attended
the first meeting of the
recently-organized Cooperative Education Council
held last week.
The five and others who
have had similar Job experiences through the program will meet again today
to discuss various program
and experiences. Interested
students have been Invited.
The meeting is during activity period, room UC 116.
Students present at the
first meeting were Alma Garza, Santos Hernandez, Patsy
Ramos, Margaret Torres,
and Victor Gonzales.
Garza recently completed
a Coop assignment with the
National Labor Relations
Board In Houston. As a field
examiner, she Investigated
unfair labor practices and
asalst•d

In

repruentatlon

elections between unions
and management.
Hernandez also partia Coop assignment with the Social Security Administration Office In
McAllen . As an ACCESS
specialist, he Interviewed
social security number applic ants, assisted with
medlcare Information, made
direct deposits of social
security checks, and prepared da ta sheets for
teletype Inp ut.
Ramos received work experience at the Department
of the Navy {Civil Service) in
Port Hueneme Cal. As a
personnel m a nagem ent
specialist, she worked as a
career counselor, and did
management analyses for
the staffing and recruiting
division.
Torres was employed by
the National Archives and
cipated In

Records Service--Office of
the Federal Register in
Washington, D.C. As a legal
research specialist, she proofed the U.S. Government
Manual, Papers of the
Presidents, and the Campilation of Presidential Documents.

Enrollment
Down Here
Unlike the University
enrollment figures of
previous years which have
shown slight Increases, the
number of students attending summer and fall 1978
sessions here has decreased.
The decrease in fall enrollment is only about 3 per
cent--about 250 students-less, according to William
Morris, director of admissions.
EnroUment at Pan AmEdinburg during the first
summer session totaled
5,263 and dropped to
4,120 for the second session. This fall semester,
8,877 students are attending
classes.
The decrease is not only
evident at Pan American,
but appears to be a nationwide tre nd, said Morris.
He speculated one of the
reasons for the decrease Is
that many veterans using
their G.I. bill have
graduated.
More students are expected to enroll in the spring, however. But if the
number of students attending Pan 6.merican continues to decrease, a
stronger recruiting program
will be Implemented, Morris
said.

Aue former • tutknt. of the Cooperatfue E.ducotfon program have formed a new council. Pictured are, left to right, Romulo Martfna, Career

Minority Of
Foreign Students
Is Growing
Although the majority of
students here are local and
area citizens, a growing
minority of foreign students
Is becoming more prominent.
Assistant to the Dean,
Judy Pranter, said recently
the University hosts about
100 fullttme foreign
students, representing 128
countries.
Although most students
come from Mexico, Central
and South America, countries such as France, Iran,
Kenya, Ireland and Thailand
are also represented.

Jane In The Box

Pfaement director, Victor Gonzala, Santoe Hanandez, Patsy Ramo•, Margaret Torrea, Sylula

& plnoza, otflce employee, and Alma Garza.

Old Library ServingAs
Administration Building
The old library known--in
the recent summer session
as Gower HaU--has been
designated a new title-Administration Building.
Since the Math and
Engineering Buildings were
unde rgoing extensive
renovations, the classes
usually held there were
moved to the old library this
summer.
Math, science and some
business classes are being
held In the Administration
building which was originally
designed as a library As a
result the building has been
deemed unsuitable for conducting classes.
To house the classes,
$20,000 was spent on
renovating the old library.
Blackboards, air-conditioning and lighting were Installed.
The only alternative to
conducting classes in the old
library was to conduct them
on the old campus, a move
which would have been
"definitely unsatisfactory,"
according to Dr. Edwin
LeMaster, head of the
UNIVERSITY
EVEN TS CALE"OAIII.

Sept. 21
UCPC 10:35-11:4&• m UC303
CAMP 10 :ZS.II.JO• m UC S81
In..,. S«mc,i Cound 10:35-11 35 • m.

UC306

Sept. 22

854 I L4S •

m -12:JO Ct..pol

S.p t. 23

Kappa 0.ha 8 • .m • 12 Ballroom

Sept. 24
APO 6 30-8 p m UC30S, 306A

Sept. 2 5
KO's 6 30 10 p m UC305, 305A
Kappa Sigm<1 6:30-9 p .m UC306A
DZ's (;:9 _p m UC307
DZ-s Plo<lge 7 9 p.m UC307I\
Phi Kappa Tho"' 6 30-9 p m UC306

physical science depart•
ment.

Some students complalnb
about !he old library being

used as classrooms have
been over difficulty In seeing
the blackboard because of
oddly-shaped rooms, poor
acoustics, and lack of a bell
system. However, a few
students have made
favorable comments about
the building, citing change as
the reason.
"We're doing the best we
can with what we got and
where we are," LeMaster
said.

"Love is the word used
to label the sexual excitement of the young, the habi-

tuation of the middle-aged,
and the mutual dependence
of the old."

Renovations in the Math
and Engineering Buildings
are slated for completion In
September '79. "It would be
a waste of money to
renovate classrooms for one
year's use so chuckle about
the inconvenience and go
on," LeMaster said.

Pan American Cla11lfled Ada
HELP WANTED Valley Bowl, Malt. 811,
dak help Apply at Vdey Bowl,
1909 S 101h. McAion: 686-9256 Con
tact Jun Inks

ln!I\W.

8each House for ren1 on Sou1h Padre
loland, 2 bedroom, 2 balh, on GuK skit.
Call 399-2433, 399 6595 o, 399-1199

TEACH 011£RSE.I\S' For details, Mnd
scll-adclraHd. stamped, long onwlope
10 Tuchrng. eo. 1049, Sen Diogo, CA
92112

tw,CN)8'G\CJM3'lf&\M!Xl'G~U,
to 50'l, dbcounl 10 sludenls, faculty &
suit Eaamplo, l/4ct Sl50. l/2ct S350.

cu-

sm.

1 ct
bl/ buy,ng d111e1 from ludlng
diamond
For color catalo9 Mnd SI
to SMI\ Diamond 1_,.,.., Inc., Box
42, Fanwood, N J 07023 (lnchcale name
ol ,c:hool) or call (212) 682-3390 for loca11on ol ,howroom nearest you
C"1ss:lfled rat• Is 20 cents I ltnc with a
minimum ol $1 for Heh lnMrtlOn. payeblo
In advance 11mg ad copy to Tho Pan

l\merlcan. i:.... flal 100 Oeadlint lo Ftld.y noon To....,,,.,. cost counl 25 ldlcn
and spaca lO• line

TherMI, papo11, and reports 1t..1 ••• Mal·

Iv lyptd bnng better gradu Try I~ Cal
:!83-2596 •her 5 p m

iliffi® lFIDIID
Arnffi®Irfi@filJID
News Editor

Associate Editor
Staff Reporter
Staff Reporter
Sports Editor
Sports
Staff Photographer
Staff Photographer
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Adviser

Juan Castillo
Rudy Juarez
Leticia Diaz
Cynthia Garcia
Oscar Garza
Terry Welty
Rigo Ordaz
George Villareal
Judy Flores
Joe Mangin
Harry Quin

Sept. 26
APO 10 2511 35 a .m UC305
lnlervar<>ty 1030-11'30 a m . UC3051\
EISol 1025·11·30a m. UC307,307A
lnler-fralernlly Council 10 25· 11 35

am. UC30611
Ladles ol Camelot 5 pm .7 p m
UC306. 3061\
American Chemical Soc 10. 30
a m.- 11 30 am S83

____

...._

A n unidentified coed may have
let her problems go to her

head. The atud~qt apparently

taff

pfJo by f&!~ 3'ff~J dfl

used the box as an umbrella•
type

apparatua to block heavy

rays from the sun.

Sept. 27
IK', 6- 10 p m UC305. 305A
Ladles ol Camelo< 5 30-7 30 pm .
UC306. 3061\
Kappa 0.ha 6 J0.10 pm UCJ071\,
307A

Sept. 28

College Republicans 8 a m-4 p.m

The Pan American student newspaper at Pan
American University published by Student Publications,
Emilia Hall 100, phone 381-2541, at Edinburg, Texas
78539, each Thursaay except during examinations and
holidays under Dr. Mike Nevarez, vice president for student and university affairs, and Harry Quin, adviser.
Views presented are those of students and do not
necessarily reflex those of the University administration
Subscription price by mail, $3 a year, $1.50 per
semester. Contributions and letters should be submitted
by Friday before publication.
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t Front in CB by a Country Mil

Winter's Coming! For Safety's Sake
Get a Realistic®CB Bargain Now!
SAVE 3~ ON A MOBILE CB FROM THE SHACK@

95

TRC,421;;;E
is30

as
seen on
national

Reg. 9995

Be p,~pared for stormy weather, pre-game traffic and
road azards. With CB help is just a call away! LED
modu tion and channel indicators. Plug-in mike. Add a
speak and use as a PA system. Made in our own CB
factory. 21-1530

TV

~-::r~-

~
ill:= 1 ] _ ■
~~
Features RF gain control, noise blanker, LED channel display, S/RF meter. Add extra speaker for
mobile PA system with concurrent CB monitoring.
Has dynamic mike, mtg. bracket. 21-1522

STEP UP TO
5
70 SAVINGS!

SAVE 5100
ON AM/ SSB CB

TRC-424 by Realistic

TRC-448 by Realistic

SAVE
41%

9995

SAVE
37°/o
The Dept. of Transportation endorses
CBs for traffic safety! With volume/
RF gain control, LED mode and channel indicators, much more! Use as PA
with simultaneous CB monitoring.

Reg.
95
169

21-1561

CB WALKIE-TALKIE
REDUCED 40%
TRC-201 by Realistic

Reg. 4915

SAVE

•20
For fun and safety! 3
channels, 2 watts with
Ch. 14 crystals-add
extras for up to 2 more.
With LED battery indicator, 8 "AA" batteries.
21-1630

• I I
VIS4'

-:•"':'Y<·,._y,

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

40 CHANNEL
CB WALKIE-TALKIE

ANTENNA/ TRANSCEIVER SWR TESTER
by Micronta<,

TRC-205 by Realistic

Reg. 16995

SAVE

s30
Stay tuned to companions when venturing outdoors! Has
delta-tuning, battery
meter, separate
speaker and mike,
center-load antenna,
earphone, more.
With 10 "AA" batteries. 21-1634

_ __

checks antenna or transmitter power
output. Nu external power required.
With remote coupler. 21-520

MOBILE PREAMP MIKE

MICROPHONE HOLDER

Sftt

by Realistic

SAVE
45%

1J95

CUT
57%

Reg. 21 15

Includes 2 transistors,
adjustable output level, push-to-talk switch.
Requires 7V battery.
21-1171

i'~139

Powerful magnet keeps any CB mike
securely in place! Easy install with
adhesive backing or mtg. screws.
21-1130

RADIO SHACK'S REALISTIC AUDIO LINE WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1954, CB IN 1960.

. EDINBURG
403 E UNIVERSITY

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Las Palmas Shopping Center

Most ,terns
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for th,s
s,gn ,n your
neighborhood

DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Pan Am Joins New Trans-Am Conference
Monroe, La.; Oklahoma City and Samford of Birmingham, Ala.
Schilling said that the new conference would be
classified in the National Collegiate Athletic Association's
Division I and that competition would probably start in
two years.
"I anticipate ii would take a minimum of two years for
member schools to schedule each other, said Schilling.
"In the meantime, we'll remain a major college independent."
Schilling said he felt one of the strengths of the new
conference would be exposure in metropolitan market
places.
"WHEN WE PLAY in Shreveport, Houston,
Oklahoma City and Birmingham we'll receive excellent
exposure," said Schilling. "And Macon, Ga., Abilene and
Monroe, La. also have populations in excess of 100,000.
"All of the member schools will have to work together

University president Dr. Ralph Schilling Tuesday confirmed wire services stories linking Pan Am with seven
other universities to form a new athletic conference that
will emphasize basketball and spring sports.
"We signed the articles of agreement to form a confernece In Dallas Tuesday morning," said Schilling. "We
feel this will be an opportunity to us if our conference is
approved for our champion to advance into post season
play.
.
"As an independent, II has been most difficult," continued Schilling. "In each of the last three years we felt we
had a team that deserved a berth in the NCAA or NIT
tournaments but we didn't get the opportunity. This (the
new conference) may be the answer."
THE NEW LOOP to be called the Trans America
Athletic Conference, also includes Centenary or
Shreveport, La.; Hardin-Simmons of Abilene; Houston
Baptist. Mercer of Macon, Ga.; Northeast Louisiana of

Soccer

Bronc Spotlight
Editor's Note: This Is

to Inform Pan American

University about this
new column, SPOTUGHT. I pick the top
athlete every week and I
write a feature story
about the hero. This In•
dudes all sports and
team honors are poul•
ltle. I plan to be around
the whole campus and I
will do my beat to pick
the best performer.
John Wilbanks,· who
made basketball history at
Pan American University
thanks to his sensational
play-making passes, has
been elected unanimous
1978 winner of the Lou
Hassell Award.
Wilbanks won it with the
highest grade-point average,
3.'91 on a 4.0 scale, ever
adlleved during the 16 years
Lou Hassell Award has been

'Take One Ga,ne At A Ti,ne'

athletic fields of endeavor."
Lou Hassell, a Houston
businessman, conceived the
idea for the award when he
was serving as a member of
the Pan American Board of
Regents in 1%3.
The
quick-thinking
Wilbanks also led the Broncs
in steals, with 73, to go with
his record 323 assists last
season. His leadership was a
major reason why Pan Am
finished with a 22-4 record.
As a Junior, while guiding
an all-new lineup to a 17-9
record, Wilbanks averaged
just '-:'.nder 12 asslts.

"We're not lookln3 ahead
by any means." That Is what
Bronc soccer coach Reggie
Treadaway feels is most important right now about his
team's upcoming season.
The season opener takes
place In Huntsville against
Sam Houston State this
Saturday.
Last year, Pan Am notched a very respectable 4-1-1
record, and a win In their
first game could get them off
to an even better year this
time around. This year's
veterans are Joe
Blanco, Jose Carrizal, Alex
Contreras, Alejandro Cruz,
Arnulfo Garcia, Jose
Gaspar, Jeff Jones and Mel
Martinez.

DINING
IN A

SouTJi

pen.

This award goes annually
to PAU's outstanding senior
adllete "in recognition of his
ability to exhibit and maintain a high degree of quality
.nd excellence In both
academic and Intercollegiate

ATMOS'PHllE

383-8361

.1012 S. Cloaner
Edinburg, Texas

Also Drive Up Window For
Fast Go Orders

~..,.........*********"lrk-kk*****.
KEN'S

to make this an outstanding conference," said Schilling.
"And I believe we're all dedicated to this goal."
While some of the universities In the new conference
play In small campus gymnasiums, Schilling said that
each of the member schools had access to large arenas
that would seat from 6,500 to 17,500 (Birmingham Civic
Center) . Pan Am, which plays in the 5,000-seat PAU
Am, which plays in the 5,000-seat Fieldhouse, has a new
fieldhouse on the drawing board that will accommodate
11,000 for basketball In 1980-'81.
Schilling said that Pan Am's decision to join the conference wasn't a sudden one.
"WE'VE BEEN exploring the possibility of a conference for 10 years," said Schilling. "At one time we
were considering joining a three-team alliance consisting
of Pan Am, Hardin-Simmons and Houston Baptist. This
+hing (conference formation) is just a continuation from
early meetings."

PIZZAFREEAI

LITTLE TOTS
NURSERY
&. PRE-SCHOOL
"We Love Children"

HOT BALANCED MEALS
STATE LICENSED
HOURS 6:30 A.M.·6 P.M.

The others on Pan Am's
18-man traveling squad will
be chosen among Rolando
Canales, Jose Gonzalez,
Guillermo Guajardo, Phil
Ingles, Rafael Mendoza,
Eloy Moran, Ignacio Ortiz,
Victor Perez, Andres
Ramirez, Pedro Sors,
Roberto Tapia and Roberto
Velasquez.
Pan Am's first home
match will be an exhibition
against the University of
Nuevo Leon at 2 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 26.
.
One might think that with,
only a six week season, not
much effort would be put into such a program.
However,
under
Treadaway's guidance, the
soccer Broncs have been
practicing two hours daily for
more than two weeks. Even
before team practices were
scheduled, many players
had been working hard to
sharpen their skills and get
themselves into shape.
Coach Treadaway says
right now the overall
physical condition of the
team is not quite up to par,
but within the next week,
everyone should come up to
top form. Unfortunately, this

might not be the case. Injuries, which play a deciding
role In any sport, have felled
several starters on offense
and have had to lay out of
practice until they recover.
As far as the future is concerned, Treadaway believes
the soccer program at PAU
will grow. All Indications
have been pointing that
way. Over 30 players tried
out this year for the team,
which will carry a roster of
18 men. This plus the
(Bronc's) consistantly winning program, which always
attracts more than a losing
one, sems to make the
Broncs one of the teams to
look for in the coming
weeks.

Correction
·1 would like to express my
apology to Juan Garza for
misprinting his international
reocrd. The record was
established at Saddle mountains in Monterrey, Mexico.
it was run in one hour and
23 minutes with the old
record being two hours.
Again, I am sorry.

~-r------------''---------BEAUTIFUL

PALACIO REAL APARTMENTS

383-8221
204 E. Stubbs

Edinburg

• 1·2·3 bedrooms
• Individual C/A/H
• Assigned Parking

• Cantrel T.V. 1yatam

• All Elactrlc
• Pallos

Luxury at It's Finest
1415 W. Freddy Gonzalez Edinburg
383-8231

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

FALCON'S
MAIRSTYI.IN(i

Try'em - You'll love em.

For faster service
call order In.

McAllen:
Corner of 23rd & P~ran

,,lwnt> j or an appointment

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

682-3176
ANO
HWY. 83 AT 12TH -ST.

687-8269

Edinburg:
Across from PAU

383-0725

Mission:
Hwy. 83 & Bryan Rd.

N. HWY. 281
EDIN9URG, TEXAS 78539

585-4545

Opening Soon

In Harlingen

PH. A. C. (512) 313-6822

383-8611
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Group To Sponsor Rape Prevention Workshop
Editor'• note: Once a taboo ■ubject ln pollteclrclee

"rape" no longer I■. ln■tead public pre■aure group■ con:
atantly clamor for an lncrea■ed public awareneea of the

Othera contend even the willing proaecutor la atlfied

by the legal proceea. Which faction la right?

aubject.
A great dllemna penlata however. How doee the mentally and emotionally damaged victim pro■ecute the offender?

Here at Pan American aecurlty offtctala recently ••Id
they have not handled a rape ca■e alnce an Incident
aeveral year■ peat when two baaketball team membera
were charged with the offenH. They were later acquit•
ted.

A Department of Public Safety report. ahowa there are
about 16,000 rapee per year In Texaa. Only an average of
3,500 are reported.

But even an lnveatlgator confided laat week••when
aaked about a laat-aemeeter report of an exhlbltlonlat
here-• "Yeah, there are alot of pervert. out there."

Reaaon enough, many might aay. to puah for more
public awareneea.
Auoclate Editor Rudy Juarez recently talked to a rape
victim'• relative about family'• ordeal. · .
Namee and placee have been omitted to protect tho■e
Involved. The account la factual.
Juarez alao apoke with a Mc:Allen policeman about the
recent wave of aexual offenaee.
And ataffen Cynthia Garcia and Roaallnda Alvara
report on one recently-formed women'• group, and recent local effort. to lnc:ru■e public awarenesa of rape.

(see page 3)

Photo montage by RIGO ORDAZ and JORGE VIIJ.ARREAL

Also Inside

A Rape Victim's Relative Recalls The Ordeal

1.
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Voter Registration
Deadline Nearing,
Officials Warn
Sec. of State Steve Oaks
and J .A. (Sporty) Garcia,
deputy director for voter
registration, Thursday came
to the Pan Am campus to
push voter registration and
warned all voters must be
registered by Oct. 8 to vote
In the general election Nov.
9.
Dean of Students Gilbert
de los Santos said he would
give several campus organizations an opportunity to
set up registration tables on
campus between now and
the deadline.
Oaks and Garcia have
been on the road pushing for
more voter registration since
Sept. 5. They said Texas has
3.2 million persons eligible
to register who have not
done so.
Last year a million new
voters were registered, Oaks
said, and he hopes to equal
or surpass that figure this
year. "We are trying to make
government listen and we
never will unless we have
the right to vote," he added.
Hidalgo County has
72,000 persons, or about
45.2 per cent of the population, who can't vote just
because they are not registered, Oaks said.
He cited figures prepared
II!, the Southwest Voter Re-

gistratlon Project showing
the Increase In Mexican
American registrations at
21.9 per cent from 1976 to
1978; the anglo Increase of
1.8 per cent; and the black
increase at 2.7 per cent during the same period.
Oaks noted the growlnp
concentration of time ano
money candidates are spending In the Valley. he said
this an an Indication those
persons running for office
know of the Increased
awareness of Valley residents In registration and
voting.
"The November election
Is going to be decided In the
Valley," Oak said. "This
region is important to the
candidates."
"This is a special opportunity for the Valley and a
challenge because It means
political clout," Oaks continued.
And he pointed out that
the highest percentage of
gain In registrations is among
those under 30- years old.
"It's their future and they can
do what they want through
their vote."
Any person 17 years and
10 months old before Oct. 8
may register at one of the
tables or with the county
clerk. There Is no charge.

THE PAN AMERICAN

OMMENrARY
To the Editor:

Pages 35-37 of the latest PAU catalog contain information
which may be the best-kept secret on campus.
If It is unknown information to any student or professor, it
may not be entirely due to apathy, because until recently there
has been no concerted effort to remind people of its exitence.
If you were good at history in high school, spent the last three
years in France, or put your spouse through college by working as a computor operator, bookkeeper, or social worker,
you may be interested in obtaining credit for History, French,
Computer Science, Accounting, Psychology, or some other
subject without suffering through registration, bookstore lines
and fees , boring lectures, homework, quizzes, etc. If so, pages
35-37 tell you how to avoid all except a fee and the equivalent
of a final exam, but obtain the credit.
·
If you fail the test, so what? You're out a little time and
money, but you can make another attempt later, or take the
course--and there's no record of It; nobody'II ever know you
tried unless you tell them. If you pass the test, you get the
credit hours, but no grade or grade points. A CR is recorded
in lieu of a grade, so your GPA is totally unaffected. It can't be
hurt or Improved, but you're that many hours closer to
graduation.
·
There are actually three types of tests you can take, and one
type--the CEEB Advanc!!d Placement Tests--ls an exception
to the "no grade" situation. On It, you can obtain an A, B, or
(maybe) CR, but there's still no risk if you fail. These are
basically for beginning fr~shmen, since they are usually administered to high school seniors.
The College Level Examinations Program (CLEP), like the
Advanced Placement tests, consists of exams written and
graded by the Educational Testing Service In Princeton, New
Jersey. PAU Is only one of many centers where you car. take
the CLEP--and It's one of many universities granting credit
based upon succesful conpletlon. PAU will allow credit in
more than .twenty subjects (some subject exams are the
equivalent of two semesters) based upon CLEP score.s, but
PAU still only gra~ts credit for about half the CLEPs available,

Communicatton-Alllndispensable Commodi-ty
S, LETICIA DIAZ

The pressure was on one
day.
The boss was edgy and his
co-workers were feeling the
pressure. One made a common mistake and was Immediately fired. He was not
notified of his dismissal until
after he had put In an extra
days work. He was never
paid.

A couple had been dating
for over three years. One
day the girl was offered a Job
outside of the state. He
would never stand In the
way of her career. If he had
only told her that he really

didn't want her to go, she
would not have left. But he
didn't, so she left.
A year ago, a 17 yr-old
boy who always lived In
ridicule, drowned In the
ocean because this time he
wasn't just crying "wolf."
What did these three
cases have In common?
What was each one lacking?
Have all of them failed In a
basic human activity?
Maybe it was communication, an activity which no
one person could ever get
through a day without.
Without it, a person advances nowhere. He can't
relate to his audience. Put
him In front of a crowd and
he acts like an idiot, doing
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nothing and saying nothing.
Place him In society and he
Is labeled a useless
vegetable.
Communication, the sharing of Information, works 24
hours a day whether we are
aware of it or not. We just
take It for granted because
It's always there.
Babies babble; that's communication. A warm hand
shake and a friendly smile;
also communication.
Even ants do It! Have you
ever watched a mass of ants
march towards a bread
crumb left over from a picnic? If you watch closely,
those ants stop to chat. Or
maybe even tell a joke--for

1116th of a second. Communication, I say.
Although we may no
longer have to chissel on
rock to write a message, or
send smoke signals to relay
air messages, communication today Is transfered
through newspapers, televisions, telephones, radios
and other media.
This time I have chosen a
simple article to relay a
message. The message, said
by Itself, may mean little but
without communication it
would be difficult to exist In
today's arranged world.
Try beginning the day
without any communication.
Try It and you'll find yourself
wishing you'd stayed in bed.

Campaigns
A Republican who ha announced his
candidacy for the prealdency In 1980,
Benjamin Fernandez, spoke with Edinburg student Manuel Luna (foreground)
during a recent visit It to the campus.
Fernandez I• said to be the Mexican•
In history to announce
American
hi• prealdentlal candidacy. His visit was
sponsored by the College Republicans.
Jean Tower, daughter of U.S. Sen. John
Tower, also later In the week spoke at a
pre.. conference here. Sen. Tower ls
seeking reelection In a campolgn bid
against U.S. Rep. Bob Krueger.

since some are Inappropriate and others have never been
evaluated at PAU.
Chris Kidd, in the placement and testing office, tells me efforts are being made to improve the situation. I'm sure he'll be
glad to discuss it with any interested professor or department
head, and I know he'll answer any questions students may
have.
The third means of obtaining credit by examination at PAU
is, In most cases, to literally take the final exam. Through Advance Standing Exams, a student can test out of almost any
course offered on campus. These exams are locally prepared
and graded, and It Is required that the student make a B or better on the exam to obtain credit In the course.
These three types of exams have three separate and distinct
names which cannot be used Interchangeably. You cannot
"place" out of a course by taking a CLEP, nor can you CLEP
out of a course by taking a locally prepared Advance Standing
Exam. I think people mix the terminology because they are
unaware of the different tests available.
There is a fourth means of obtaining credit by examination-but it's not available at PAU. Perhaps, in light of the dwindling
enrollement figures, its inclusion will become part of the
recruitment program. It merely consists of a flat-out granting of
credit in English and/or Math, based upon ACT scores. A & I
and Southmost both do this. Here, however, a high ACT
score only "entitles" you to take an Advance Standing Exam.
As tremendous as the credit by examination situation Is here
at PAU, I feel there is one other flaw. The maximum number
of hours obtained this way that you can apply to your degree is
45. Since this is about half the possible number of CLEP hours
a student could earn, the limit seems too low. My suggestion
would be to set the limit at one half the total number of hours
necessary for a specific degree.
Yours for a hassle-free degree,

Courtney D. Wood
Management Major

Edinburg

UNIVERSITY

EVENTS CA.L U!IDAII.

Oct. 3

Sept. 28
GEO Testing HEP 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Ballroom

College Rep. 8 a.m.-4 p.m. LA
ISA 10:25-11 :25 a .m. L." 106
Democrats 10:30-11:30 a.m. LA 115
Inter. Service Coundl 10:25-ll:35a.m.
LA 106

Sept. 29
BSU Chapel 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Clrdc
•
GEO ruting 8 a .m.-4:30 p .m. UC
306-306A
HEP-GED Tattng 8 a .m.-4:30 p.m.
&llroom

Oct 1
APO 6:30-8 p.m. UC305
UCPC 7-11:30 p.m. LA Auditorium
Ladles of Camelot 6:30-9:30 p.m.
&Broom

Oct. 2
KD's 6:30-10 p.m. UC305·305A
Kaw- Sigma 6:30-9 p.m. UC306A
DZ:s 5·9 p.m. UC307
OZ's Pledge 7.9 p.m. UC307~
Phi Kappa Theta 6:30-9 p.m. UC306
Young Demo. 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m I.RC

APO 10:25-11:35 a.m. UC305
lnten,antty 10:25-11:35 a.m. IJC305A
Vets 10:25-11:35 a.m. UC306
El Sol 10:25-11:35 a.m. UC306
Ladla of Camelot 5-7 p.m. lJC306.
306A
Amer. Chem. Society 10:30-11:30
a.m. SB 3
C .S.O. 10:25-11:35 a .m. UC306A
&l>ai Club 10:30-11:35 a.m. UC307A
Young Demo. 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. LRC

Oct. 4
IK's 6-10 p.m. UC305-305A
Kappa Delta 6:30 10 p.m. UC307.

'JJJ7A
Dr. De Los Sant<>< 10 a .m.•12 noon
UC307-307A
Miguel A. Ncvare, 6-10 p.m. Ballroom
Young Democrats 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
LRC

Oct. 5
ISA 10:25-11:25 a.m. LA 105
Democrats 10:30-11:30 a .m. LA 115
Employment Councd 10:30-11:30 a.m.
UC305A
Young Demo. 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. I.RC
UCPC 10:35-11:35 a.m. UC303
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A Rape Victim's Relative Recalls The Ordeal
there by a man--an aqualntance of the family--who raped her,
and then left her there to shiver and cry her pains away. She
had cried until her eyes dried out, until there weren't any more
tears left for her to shed."

a,, RUDY JUAREZ
ANoc:late Eil.llCM'

The wo\'ds came agonizingly slow.
There was a hurting look in his eyes as he recollected
thoughts and visions of a not too distant past. Looking up and
breathing deeply, he began his story.
"My cousin was only 13 at the time, yet physically she iould
have easily passc.d for an 18 year-old. Deep down Inside, she
was still a child In, every respect--br!ght, vivacious and often
absent-minded."
He paused for a moment, possibly to visualize the little girl-almost a woman but still a child: naive but yearning for love
and attention.
"I wasn't very close to her," the young man continued,
"which makes It hurt even more. I wish now that I had been
close to her, but It's too late to wish for things that never were."
"I remember It as If It was yesterday. We were all sitting
there--my parents, my brothers, and my slster--just having a
good time when the phone rang. My dad answered It and I
had this wierd feeling Inside.
For some reason the ringing of the telephone startled me In
a way I had never experienced before. The room was suddenly quiet, as If we all could sense that something was about to
explode. I watched my dad's face tum ashen, his knuckles
turned white from gripping the receiver too hard."

"I have no way of really knowing what my little cousin went
through that night, but I do know she went through hell afterwards. The way she was treated by those around her after the
Incident gave the Impression that she had committed the
crime, not been the victim of one."
The young girl was rushed to the sheriffs office to Identify
the rapist, then to the doctor's office, and back to the sheriffs
office for Interrogation. It may have proved too much for a
young mind that had just barely begun to live her youthful experiences.
"The man was out on ball the next day and then went to
Mexico to escape prosecution, but It wouldn't have made a difference; my cousin wouldn't have been able to testify at the
trial.
For weeks she was inconsolable, too afrald--afrald to even
walk out of her house. It didn't help matters any that those
around her sort of resented her. Even my own father was often
bitter with her."
The little girl dropped out of school because she had
become pregnant, and after the baby ws born yet another problem arose--acceptance of the baby by members of the family.
"Sometimes I feel that the mental anguish of the rape was
harder on other members of the family than on my cousin.
When the baby was born, my dad would say alot of awful
things about the poor, Innocent kid. What was worse was that
the baby had taken an affection for my father, and he resented
the baby even more."

It was 11 p.m. and his cousin had not arrived home. Her
mother has checked the school, but she was not there.
"l tried to think that maybe she had gone to a friend's home,
although I did fear the worst. "But after all her friends had
been called, the only resort left was to call the police. At that
point our worse fears began to tum to reality."

Child Molesting Cases

"The police found her the next day In an abandoned,
broken down home outside of town. She had been taken

Police Releasing News More Readily
A month ago an 18month old girl In Alamo was
sexually molested and
beaten. She died later at
McAllen General Hospital.
Last month a 7-year old
Mercedes girl was abducted
from her home while she
slept. Her body was recovered from a brushy area near
Delta Lake several days
later. She had been raped
and severely beaten.
In Edcouch, just over two
weeks ago, a 9-month old
baby girl was sexually abused by a 21 year-old.
A recent wave of child
molesting cases in the Rio
Grande Valley has caused

widespread concern among
citizens, agencies and police
departments.

It would seem that this
!VPe of crime Is on the rise.
but Joe Cantu of the McAllen Police Department's
Crime Prevention Division
doesn't think so.

'

"l don't think we've had
more cases recently, they've
just been more publicized,"
he said. Cantu said he feels
police departments are giving this information out to
the media more readily.
Cantu says most child
molesting cases have one

Efforts Being Made
To Increase Public
Awareness of Rape
An effort is being made to
increase public awareness of
rape in Hidalgo County andPan American, recent
events show.
Hidalgo County Judge
Ramiro Guerra proclaimed
Oct. 1-7. Rape Prevention
Week.
And conjunction with
Rape Prevention Week, Mujeres Unidas/Women
Together will sponsor a
workshop on rape prevention Oct. 6, in the Learning
Resource Center from 9
a.m. to 12.
Various tipics will be
discussed, including: "Myths
Surrounding Rape," "Rape

Trauma Syndrome," and
Personal Self-Protection." A
film entitled "Medical and
Forensic Investigation," will
be shown.
Guest speaker for the
seminar will be Cathy Bonner, executive director of the
Texas Rape Prevention and
Control Project at Austin.
Legally, rape Is defined as
an act of aggression in which
the victim is denied selfdetermination .
Statistics show an act of
violence which --if not
followed by beatings or
murder--often carries with it
(Seep 8)

thing In common. "We're
under the Impression that
the molester Is a stranger to
the child, but In most cases
we've had In the Valley, the
molester and the victim
knew each other.\'
In the case of the Alamo
girl, the rapist was the girl's
uncle. In Mercedes the victim and the rapist were
neighbors, and In Edcouch
the rapist was the son of the
baby sitter.
Cantu advises parents to
be open with their children,
and encourage them to talk
about any problems they
may be experiencing with
someone, whether It be with
a relative or with a stranger.
·"The child molester takes
advantage of the Innate
nature of a child to trust
everyone. Since a child
views most people as
friends, and may be somewhat naive, It Is the responsibility of the parents to teach
their child about potential
dangers," Cantu said.
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FOR INSTANT HELP IN
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T & G Enterprises
.,
2201 N. 10th
McAllen, Texas
All Sports
Every Position

"Vital communication between parents arid children
should be!Jln at. the time
child reaches the age of four.
From that time on children
are able to understand and
know what Is going on," he
added.
Cantu and Sgt. Robert
Ramos, both of the MPD
Crime Prevention Division,
are developing a program to
later present valleywlde to
parents and Interested
groups, as well as to police
departments. They have
compiled a number of pamphlets that explain child
molesting, suggest points
parents can discuss with
their children, and a film
from the Texas Crime
Prevention Instltu le at
Southwest Texas State
University.
tloth Ramos and Cantu
were instrumental In developing a robbery prevention campaign several months ago when a rash of armed robberies at convenience
stores hit the Valley.
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"Things have changed In the three years since the Incident
any my cousin can breathe a little bit easier. Many people, Including_my father, are now trying to make up for the way they
treated her.
·
As for the rapist, he never went to trial. As far as we know
he Is stlll In Mexico. If he ever comes back, I don't think we will
prosecute. My cousin has recovered well from that experience
and I don't think she would want to go through the experience
all over again.
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31%
to
50%OFF
HOME & CAR
RADIOS

At Radio Shack

20%
to
37%OFF
CASSETTE
RECORDERS &
BLANK TAPE

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

41%
to
66%OFF
SCANNER
MONITORS

At Radio Shack

At Radio Shack

40%
to
57%OFF

40%
to
58%OFF

COMMUNICATIONS
ANTENNAS &
ACCESSORIES

BASE &
MOBILE CB's
& ACCESSORIES

At Radio Shack

At Radio Shack

WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
383-4051
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403 E. UNIVERSITY DR.

EDINBURG
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to
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SPEAKERS &
ACCESSORIES
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HI-Fl
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Handy reference in the shape
of a walkie-talkie! CB 10i codes on one side with CB
slang translated on reverse .
68- 1032

At Radio Shack
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School Easier In
States, Says Greek

-i

For a person whose homeland is Greece, the educational
opportunities in the states might be more demanding--at least from an American's point of view.
Not however for George Douis, a Greek freshman here.
"It's easier here-in Pan America-because the freshman
year is equivalent to the sophomore or junior high school in
Greece," Douis said.
Douls is not a total stranger to these lands. He was an exchange student at McAllen during the 1978 school year.
His first impression of the people here? Friendly folks.
"They make me feel at home."
Familiar items in Texas--at least so the image goes--are
cowboy boots and hats. Even Douis confides one of his first
purchases here was a Texas-size cigar.
Food in America is definitely to his liking. "I like hamburgers, hotdogs, fajitas and really anything that's spicy." Fajitas and beans are his favorite Mexican foods.
Besides eating, Douls enjoys swimming and movie-going.
In Greece, he particularly likes walking the.countryside.
South Padre Island, Texas' beach haven and answer to
Miami Beach and the Hawaiian Islands, doesn't meet the
foreigner's approval. "It's terrible. Where I'm from, the water
is clear and blue. But that's only because it's fresh water."
Douis, 17 plans to complete his freshman year here, and 5
then transfer to Texas A & M, where he hopes to receive his 5
math degree. He is minoring in physics.
5
After graduation the Greek will return to his homeland. It's 5
mandatory for all male college graduates to serve in the 1=
Greek Army for two years.
In Cartu, his hometown, Douis plans to be a chemical
engineer.
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Newsbit.s
Award-Winning Film
In UCPC Series
"Barty Lyndon", winner of four academy awards Is
scheduled for screening, Oct. 1 in the Liberal Arts
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Stanley Kubrick spent three years meticulously writing,
producing and directing this widely acclained $11 million
extravaganza. He reproduces an authentic vision of the
19th century from costumes to candlelit rooms. It moves
from Ireland to Germany to England constructing a world
of the past in vivid detail.
Ryan O'Neal stars as Lyndon in a role derived from
William Makepeace Thacheray's first novel. He wanders
through Europe from casinos to castles as a spy, a soldier,
a wife beater and a gambler.
Marisa Berenson stars as his beautiful aristocratic wife.

ISA To Discuss Carnival
The International Student's Association will discuss
plans for the Great Pumpkin Carnival, and club field trips
at a meeting today during activity period in LA 106.
"All students and faculty members are welcomed to attend the meeting and discuss plans with us," said Aida
Lizcano, club spokesperson.

AKP Plans 'Smoker'
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Women's Political Roles To Be Explored
"Changing Role of
Women in the Political Process," a workshop on the
role of women as political
party leaders In Texas, will
be presented by Edinburg
branch AAUW Sept. 26 at
7:30 pm in the Ballroom.
Political party commit.~omen of the two major

parties In Texas Senatorial
District 27 will lead the session.
Women political leaders
of third parties and women
political u,orkers of 1111 parties

and interest groups are Invited to participate In the Interaction of this workshop
open to all members of the

public.
"Changing Role of Women in the Political Process"
is jointly sponsored by
AAUW Edinburg Branch,
Gloria Bliss Moore, president; School of Social
Sciences, Dr. David Alvirez,
dean; Department ot
Political Science,_ Dr. Jeny

Polinard, head; Young
Republicans, Mike Pyle,
president;
Young
Democrats, Leslie Gower,
president.
McAllenEdinburg League of Women
Voters Is also a supporting
organization.
AAUW co-chairs are Professor Linda O'Danlel,
Criminal Justice Program,
and Dr. Lillian Noyes,
government faculty. Noyes
and O'Daniel are assisted by
a committee of Edinburg
branch members, including
Dr. Daisy Lee, Socorro Martinez, Carmen Avila and
Fannie Black Kay.
All students and faculty
who have not yet registered
to vote are reminded the
dealine is a month before
Nov. 7.

Plans are underway for an Alpha Kappa Psi "smoker"
. .
Sept. 29 at Memorial Park in Edinburg.
Also the first meeting for pledges of the orgamzat1on
has be~n set for today, during activity period in room 111
of the Business Administration building.
A spokesperson for the group said some 36 prospective pledges turned out for the organization's .rush
meeting on Sept. 20. Several members of the bus'.ness
faculty addressed the pledges, and a film entitled,
"Gateway
to
Success,"
was
shown.

Vets Club Looks Into
Upcoming Projects
Membership drive, Fiesta Hidalgo Bazaar and the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin are among topics to be
discussed at a meeting of the Veterans Club Oct. 3 during
activity period in UC 306.
The Club also plans to discuss its car tickets and blood
drive projects, according to Joe Cantu, president.

BEAUTIFUL
PALACIO REAL APARTMENTS
• 1·2·3 bedroom,
• lndlYldual CIA/H
• A11lgned Partllng

• Central T.V, 1y1ttn'1
• All Elec:trlc
• Patios

Luxury at It's Finest
1415 W. Freddy Gonzalez Edinburg
383·8231

RUSSELL'S

Classlflecl Ada
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save on
br•nd name hard or $Cit lens supplies.
Send for free Illustrated catalog Contaci
lens Supplies. Box 7453, Phenix, AZ
85011
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
RINGS, Up to 50% discount to students,
locuhy & staff Example. 1/4 ct $150,
1/2 ct $350, I ct $995, by buy,ng direct
from leading duimond cutter For color
catalog S<!nd SI to SMA Diamond Importers, Inc .. Box 42. Fanwood, N.J.
07023 {Indicate name of school) or eaJJ
(212) 682-3390 for loconon of showroom
nearest you

lcACH OVERSEAS' For details. S<!nd
sell addressed. long envelope to:
Teaching. Bo• 1049. San Diego, CA
92112.

-~:-----,
Beach House for Rent on South Padre
Island. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. on GuK side
Call 399 6595 or 399 1199

701 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
383-2051

..

UTILE TOTS
NURSERY
& PRE-SCHOOL

Art Supplies -10% Off Oils, Paints, Acrylics,

Watercolor Canvas Boards, Stretch Canvas

....-.. 2110 Nri tellfh Shoppi..
~ - .\

-

McAllen, Texas

(tllfer.
,·

. 662-7151

·

NEXT TO GALLAGHERS TRAVELS

• • •

Hobby & Craft Items

$23.50 per week
BREAKFAST, HOT
LUNCH TWO SNACKS
HOURS 6:30 A. M .. 6 P.M.

10% Off All
Macrame Cord

383-8221

... __________ _
204 E. Stubbs
Edinburg
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Baseballers Open Practice
Although baseball is about
four months away, Bronc
baseball workouts are
scheduled to start Sept. 25.
Fifteen letterman with four
pitchers return to help guide
the fortunes as Pan Am tries
to make another trip to the
College playoffs.
Around 40-50 players are
scheduled to try out for the
team with the cut coming
later on. The team captains
for the ye.a r have not been
chosen

of

yet,

but

the

choices are soon to be
made.
Missing from the baseball

team of last year are junior
pitcher Louis Whetstone and
graduated outfielder Bobby
Ruteledge. The left handed
pitcher signed a contract to
pitch with Chicago Clubs
organization. Al Olgetree
head baseball coach said, "I
hope he does well."
Ruteledge, the nation's
(top) stolen base leader last
season, still has not been
picked up by an tam to play
ball. "He Is an outstanding
ballplayer who does a lot of
things well and he Is being
overlooked ,"
replied
Olgetree.

According to Olgetree,
Lenonard Tyrone, one in
the long line of great Tyrone
brothers here at Pan Am,
seems ready to challenge
some of Ruteledge's stolen
base records. Tyrone had 46
thefts last season with an
amazing . 385 batting
average to boot. "He Is just a
good player," said Olgetree.
Another grueling season Is
scheduled for the Broncs this
year as they plan to play 60
games. With so many
games, depth wtll be Important.

'On Your Mark, Get Set, Go
Crosscountry Travels To Houston
BREAKING FREE· .........
Tuesday's Intramural Football action
saw the Border Bandit. down the
Schmoofs In a close 8-6 contest, with all
point. being scored In the first quarter of
play. Shown running with the ball, In a
come from behind attempt late In the

.,ICMIGEVIU.AIIUL

third quarter, ls Schmoofs quarterback
Jose Guzman. Today's 4 p.m. game will
have camp and Lamda Alpha Epsilon on
opposite sides of the field east of the old
gym.

Editoral

PanAm Could
Get In Playoffs
S, OSCAR GARZA
SporlaEdltor

Pan Am is major independent, but It has never receiv·
ed any recognition. In the
past three years, the Broncs
have conquered the 20-win
mark twice. Talented players
have come in those years in
the form of 1976 national
scoring champ Marshall
Rodgers plus Micl1ael Edwards and Henry Taylor.
Still the Broncs were snuffed
from the NCAA and NIT
tourneys. Even the high
ranked tennis squad was not
Invited to the playoffs.
For an independant university's athletic system to be
recognized in the NCAA, a
winning progrm has to
established over several
years. Included in the
season, the independent
must knock off at least two
of the nation's top ten
teams.

Even with their fine repcords and talented players In
the past, Pan American Is
slill considered off the map
by many teams and conferences.
Now that the Broncs have
joined the new Trans
America Athletic Conference , a new era begins for
the University. This conference will not only help
each and every sport, but it
will give some representlon
for the University, and it•
may make the country take
notice nothing there.
Neither Pan American or
other teams in the conferences are shoe-ins for
post tournament play for It
will take about two to three
years for the NCAA or NIT
to recognize the conference.
There Is one thing for sure,
Pan American University
has ta.ken one big step for
itself, and one giant leap for
the Rio Grande Valley.

/111,11 Jl,i,J

lyB,H,
13l0 N. CLOSNER

N. HWY. 211

fOINIURG. TEXAS 71539

Ladies'
Tryouts

313-1611

Try'em - You'H love em.

For fa.ta MrVlce
McAllen:
Carner of 23rd & P«an

687-8269

Edinburg:
Across from PAU

313-0725

Minion:

Call In your orders at: " 383-9093

Hwy. 83 & Bryen Rd.

585-4545

319 E. Cano

9:00 • 9:30 p.m.

Edinburg

The one thing that might
hamper the Broncs is the
fact that there are not too
many hills to train on here.
The top runners will then
venture Into national competition.

OnaNc:

Sauna
c»-na . . . .

.1 0121.CIHW

A1'W.l_l l _

1111•-, . . .

DI 4

.>

••1

Also Drive Up WlndOw For

·F utGo()rders

p~

Buy...one,
get .one &ee.

ken's
.......
1.,,...

.......

PATOS

ANO

We •till bellea,e In old Jaahloned prlcea
and quality aerulce. Once you'ue taated
our hamburgers and friea, you71 agree.

ticipating. The finale will
take place in Georgetown
and as Skalnes put it, "It's
the true test of crosscountry."

WHITE FLOUR

612-3176

SPOTBURGER

On Tuesday and Thursday, the team runs at 3 in
the afternoon. "The heat
bothers everybody on the
team including Valley runners who have lived here,"
replied Skaines.
Six meets are on the program with the district race
ending the season. Pan Am
will run against teams from
the Southwest and Southland Conferences with five.
other independents par-

KEN'S

Women's basketball has
set tryouts for Oct. 2 In the
PAU Fieldhouse New coach
John McDowell will guide
the ladles this as he replaces
Kelley Bass.

coll order In.
PH. A. C. (5f2) 313-6122

Head by six returning runners plus top man Ricky de
la Cruz, Pan American's
crosscountry squad opens
their season this weekend in
full stride as they travel to
Houston for the tough Rice
Invitational.
According to head coach
Jimmy Skaines, "Rice has
one of the better teams in
Texas." Skaines plans to
take all six plus Austrailian
Andrew Currie. Currie is the
new man on the team this
year and he joins two other
foreign athletes.
The one th ing that
coaches dread Is the excessive heat no tudy and
Skaines is no exception to
the rule. He has scheduled
workouts around the heat.
On Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, the running
Broncs workout at 6:30 In
the morning plus at 7:00 In
the evening. "This ls more
comfortable to work in," said
Skalnes.

Opeai111Soon

laltarll-.-

.

ti

•

t
•

t

ken's

we keep topping
ourselves.
McALLEN
500 N. 10

682-5581

PHARR
BROJINSVII.Ll~\
1005 E. Hwy.13 2489 Boca Chica

787-8534

546-1614

tt

•
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Organization Offers Help To Victims Of Violence
Mujeres Unldas--Women Together, a recently-formed
non-profit volunteer organization Hidalgo County that offers
crisis-Intervention and referral services to victims of domestic
violence and rape, will sponsor a seminar entitled, "Focus on
Rape" Oct. 6 In the LRC auditorium.
The organization will sponsor other activities Oct. 1-7,
Rape Revention Week In Hidalgo C<?unty.
Activities have been planned to educate the public about
myths surrounding the crime of rape, and prevention and
control measures.
Objective of the "Focus on Rape" seminar Is to further
public awareness on the gravity of the crime of rape and what
measures can be taken to address the problem. Ms. Cathy
Bonner, executive director of the Rape Prevention and Control Project In Austin, will be featured speaker. Bonner has
presented workshops throughout Texas and Mujeres Unldas

members have said they believe her expertise will be
beneficial to concerned citizens In Hidalgo County.
Both programs will be presented from 7-9 p.m.
Currently, Mujeres Unldas Is preparing to train volunteer
men and women counselors to staff phones and to act as advocates for women In crisis situations. Counselors receive Intensive training In the politics and social aspects of rape and
battering, listening and problem solving.
"We think PAU students can be a valuable resource to us
and the women In Hidalgo County that we serve," said Barbara Dillon, coordinator of volunteer services for the group.
"We believe that women who are victims of these crimes
are truly that--the victims. We do not believe a woman Is at
fault for being assaulted; or crazy, or subconsciously
masochistic. Most of the women who call do so because they

need someone to talk to, someone to listen and offer support."
"In this way, we can help women to make the difficult
decisions they have to make, as well as helping them to
understand the feelings they have gone through during a
crisis situation" she confirmed. A lot of women Just need to
know that their feelings are shared by other women, too'.'
Dillon believes the volunteer counseling Is a great opportunity for students to get Involved In helping others without
being In social work or human services programs.
DIilon said students Interested In wo;king with the group
can find out more Information by stopping by the Mujeres office In the Campus Ministry Building, the old Newman
Center, 1615 W. Kuhn St., or by calling 383-0133. The
next volunteer training will be the weekend of September
22-24.
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Events
(Cont. from p. 3)

With your degree,you can
either wait for respqnsibility
or•••assume 11.

=

the threat of death~
A Department of Public
are approximately lb,VVv
rapes per year In Texas, In
contrast to police statistics
showing 3,500 rapes per
year. Based on this study,
for every one rape reported
to police, less than five more
occur but are never
reported.
Joe Cantu, of the McAllen
Police Department Crime
Prevention, recently said
about the victim's dilemna,
"Many times a rape victim
will not go to police because
she thinks she will be
pressured to prosecute.
Some women are not strong
enough emotionally to go
through all the procedures
needed to prosecute the
rapist.
Public pressure groups
have contended getting the
victim to prosecute the rapist
Is a first step in making people more aware of the growing social problem.

Ask Pete
Dear Pete,
I sure hope you can help
me - you're my last resort.
I've tried talking to my·
friends - some understand
but don't know what to do,
others are having the same
problem. My boyfriend Is
kind, considerate, and
everything you'd want him
to be except for one thing
-his jealously. I can't look at
anybody (male) because he
thinks I'm flirting. I have
male friends and his jealously Is Interfering with our
friendship. What can I do to
keep my male friends without upsetting my boyfriends.
Deeperate

There are a lot of good minds coming out
of colleges and universities. And every
year, the competition gets tougher for the
good jobs-jobs with responsibility.
But, as a Naval Officer, you can assume
immediate responsibility and leadership:
a position that offers you an opportunity to
put your skills and education to use in a
job that will make the most of what you
have to offer, while doing something for
your country, too.
The job isn't easy, but If you're a selfmotivated person, you can go as high as
your ambitions and talent will take you.
And you don't have to wait a long time to
get there. We'll also start you off at a salary
comparable to most corporations.

But a Navy commission also means beneftts unrivaled in the civilian job market;
30 days paid vacation, low cost Servicemen's Group Life Insurance and free
medical and dental care. And you still
have access to the same leisure time
activities you now enjoy.
So, don't settle for less than you're worth.
Contact your College Placement Office
to ftnd out when a Navy representative
will be on campus or send your resume
to: Navy Officer Program, Code 312 (T208),
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor,
N.Y. 10803.
In the Navy, you're valuable and we're
ready to prove it. Call Navy toll-free 800841-8000. (In Georgia, 800-342-5855.)

•.. or call your local Navy representative 512-341-0224

MY. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Dear Deeperate
Your problem involves
two issues:
Your boyfriends insecurity
Your inability to cope with
his jealously
Probably the best thing to
do to make your boyfriend
feel more secure is to reassure him of your feelings for
him. He needs to know how
much you care and he
needs to hear this often.
The other issue involved
here is your difficulty with
his jealously. You need to
help him understand that
you are an individual with a
life of your own. You have
every right to have whatever
friends you want.
However. you may want
to assure him that these
fliendships by. no means Interfere oi: take away from
your feelings about him.
This is to again assure him
that he is special. It is important to stand up for your
right to be an Independent
human being. If not, he will
feel he has control over your
1:fe and you'll probably resent him for it.

